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CIMdata News 
Cloud Success on Center Stage at Inforum 2016 (Commentary) 
20 July 2016 
Key takeaways: 

• Infor has a diverse set of applications that span many industries and they believe opportunities 
for “adjacent innovation” are a company strength 

• Infor continues to make significant investments in their application layer and bringing their 
solutions to the cloud, with strong early results 

• The company is working to shore up a weakness in services with both organic investments and 
key partnerships with systems integrators like HCL 

Over 7,000 attendees converged on the Javit’s Center in New York City to attend Inforum 2016, the 
Infor user event of the year, held from July 10 to 13. Infor is a major provider of enterprise software 
constructed mainly through acquisitions and offers dozens of applications. In several instances the 
company has more than one offering in the same enterprise software segment, such as in enterprise 
resource planning (ERP). Five years ago, a new management team was brought in to help the company 
move forward, led by their CEO, Mr. Charles Phillips. He opened the conference highlighting the 
company’s strategy: leveraging their industry strength and providing “last mile” features and value-
added content; a focus on design, design thinking, digital transformation, and user-centered experiences; 
expanding the applications of science like predictive analytics, machine learning, and optimization;1 with 
delivery through the Internet via a global cloud strategy, relying on open source technology and XML 
integration. While Infor may have a very diverse set of applications, Mr. Phillips believes their diversity 
is a company strength and provides a rich source of innovation. Mr. Phillips stated that, because they are 
in so many industries they create numerous opportunities for “adjacent innovation” by looking at 
problems and solutions in one industry then bringing that knowledge to others. In fact, Dassault 
Systèmes and other PLM solution providers have made the same claims, and based on CIMdata’s 
experience, there is some validity for this strategy.  
The goal for Mr. Phillips and his team is to get their applications to the cloud. He provided a high level 
view of Infor’s CloudSuites, which graphically looks like a hub and spoke system. Infor’s strongest ERP 

                                                 
1 To emphasize the importance of science moving forward, Mr. Phillips discussed their investment in a science lab at 
Massachusetts  
Institute of Technology (MIT). 
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solutions, such as Infor M3, Infor LN, and Infor SyteLine, act as the hubs in this metaphor. These ERP 
solutions provide the encoded knowledge of working in the targeted industries, and then linking with 
other Infor solutions like Enterprise Asset Management (EAM), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), 
and others, along the spokes. According to Mr. Phillips, the solutions are configured for each industry. 
The company hires subject matter experts from those industries to develop and support the offerings, 
which often result from co-innovation with leading customers.  
Mr. Stephan Scholl, President of Infor, followed up with more details on the results to date from their 
work to “completely transform the enterprise landscape.” Mr. Scholl claimed that Infor has invested 
almost $3B in the application layer in the last several years, which he believed was fairly exceptional in 
the enterprise software business. (SAP’s investment in HANA and S/4HANA is surely quite large.) To 
build these new offerings and optimize the user experience,2 Infor relied on their in-house design 
agency, Hook and Loop (H&L), which they claimed to be the largest design agency in a software 
company in the world. The stated results are indeed quite impressive. According to Mr. Scholl, three 
years ago cloud revenues were 3% of Infor’s total. Today they are 50% and Infor trails only Netflix and 
a few others as the biggest clients of Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure. Their 7,000+ 
unique cloud customers have over 62 million users in 103 countries served by 12 AWS regions. Infor 
also claimed over 100,000 upgrades to cloud solutions in this adoption wave. Recent studies from 
companies like Gartner, IDC, and Forrester suggest that 16 to 20% of the global enterprise software 
market is on the cloud,3 so clearly Infor is doing its part to raise the average. 
Based on the presentations and announcements at Inforum, the company is far from done. The company 
announced Infor IoT, which will connect with Internet of Things-enabled Infor CloudSuites and 
leverage their “Commerce Cloud” based on their 2015 acquisition of GT Nexus4 as well as Infor’s 
Ming.le collaboration offering. When talking about IoT, Mr. Duncan Angove, another Infor President, 
stated “every new sensor is a business opportunity and a potential point of disruption.” His session 
focused on Infor’s efforts to commoditize IoT for the enterprise using their believed differentiation in 
this space. They do have analytics capabilities and are investing, as described above. The company also 
has strengths and deep knowledge in many of their target industries. Any company looking to succeed in 
the Industrial Internet market needs to have industry-specific knowledge about device connectivity, 
transport protocols, security, and compliance, and Infor claims to bring this to the table. CIMdata 
believes that IoT is an important area for enterprise software companies in the ERP and EAM markets, 
since these applications help companies build and manage assets that are getting smarter and more 
connected, and Infor’s move into IoT makes perfect sense.  

                                                 
2 At the event Infor also announced the formation of H&L Design, a new division to provide end-to-end digital cloud 
solutions. http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/hnl-digital/  
3 http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2015/01/24/roundup-of-cloud-computing-forecasts-and-market-estimates-2015/  
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2014/12/20/idc-predicts-saas-enterprise-applications-will-be-a-50-8b-market-by-
2018/  
4 Kurt Cavano, GM Commerce Cloud for Infor described their offering as “the WAZE of Global Business.” 
http://diginomica.com/2015/08/11/infor-buys-gt-nexus-in-bid-to-own-the-commerce-cloud/#.Vcs87_lVhBc  

http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/hnl-digital/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2015/01/24/roundup-of-cloud-computing-forecasts-and-market-estimates-2015/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2014/12/20/idc-predicts-saas-enterprise-applications-will-be-a-50-8b-market-by-2018/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2014/12/20/idc-predicts-saas-enterprise-applications-will-be-a-50-8b-market-by-2018/
http://diginomica.com/2015/08/11/infor-buys-gt-nexus-in-bid-to-own-the-commerce-cloud/#.Vcs87_lVhBc
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The event also highlighted Infor Optiva, Infor’s PLM solution for formulation. Figure 1 illustrates how 
Infor Optiva fits into Infor’s overall PLM offering. According to Infor, their Optiva revenues grew 44% 
in FY2014, another 48% in FY2015, and 50% in FY2016. A lot of this success came from cross-selling 
to their Infor M3 customers. Today they are running the on-premise version of Infor Optiva hosted on 
AWS, but the plan is to offer a multi-tenant version next year. CIMdata also had the pleasure of in-depth 
conversations with two leading Infor customers: Dr. Pepper/Snapple and Nu Skin, a Provo, Utah based 
maker of personal care and nutraceutical products. Both companies have good-sized implementations of 
150-200 seats and are using Infor Optiva with SAP.  
Many customers at the event mostly lauded Infor for their product development efforts, but several 
talked about the need for improved services to support their deployments. Mr. Darren Saumur, Global 
Head of Infor Services, acknowledged that Infor had to be good at software AND services, and that they 
had made major changes to their services business in response. He described how the company needed 
to evolve its services capabilities as they moved from selling products, to suites of products, and now to 
the cloud. His Infor Services team recently brought together several groups, including their previous 
consulting business, customer support, and their cloud operations business. The change is new but is 
already paying dividends, according to Mr. Saumur. He claims it gives the team a different perspective. 
For example, non-billable consultants work to close support tickets when they are not otherwise busy, 
which Mr. Saumur believes makes them a better consultant in the end. The group now has 3,500+ 
consultants, 1,200+ support professionals, and operates three Centers of Excellence (CoEs) to support 
their global clients. This is an important move, and one that is vital to the success of their current and 
future customers. Infor is bolstering their global services ability with partners like HCL, a Diamond 
sponsor of the event. Since announcing their partnership in 2015, HCL,5 the Indian-based systems 
integrator, built a global Infor practice 650 members strong. Their goal is to “Lift and Shift” customers 
to the cloud at their own pace. Adding global resources will extend Infor’s reach, which is necessary 
given the geographic spread of their evolving cloud-based clientele. 
In conclusion, Inforum 2016 was a high-energy event that showed just how far Infor has come in the last 
five years. While PLM was not the focus of the event, it is a key part of their industry-focused strategy 
and a key application in their CloudSuite offerings. Infor is getting significant revenues from the cloud, 
even though the applications have not fully migrated to true cloud-based versions. This is a good sign 
for cloud adoption in manufacturing, and consistent with CIMdata’s belief that smaller manufacturers 
                                                 
5 http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/HCL/  

 

Figure 1—Infor PLM Suite Footprint 

http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/HCL/
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are a good fit for adoption of cloud-based infrastructure in the near term. Infor’s success to date in 
moving their legacy customers to more modern offerings bodes well for the company going forward. 
With many CloudSuite offerings evolving to multi-tenant in 2017, the next year will indeed be 
interesting. We look forward to an update at Inforum 2017. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666 

Click here to return to Contents 

Don Tolle quoted in Desktop Engineering Simulation Data Management Article 
18 July 2016 
For all the talk about the democratization of simulation, here’s how much of the work still gets done 
today: A highly trained expert, often with an advanced degree, toils away on a local desktop, gathering 
data, building models, running simulations and then circulating a report that sums up his/her findings to 
colleagues throughout the design process. 
The increasing complexity of products — more reliance on cyber/physical systems and especially 
software — calls for more pervasive use of simulation, performed regularly throughout the design cycle, 
not just at the back-end for validation. In the new model-based design approach, simulation data and 
results need to be widely and continuously shared with the rest of the engineering organization, even if 
the skilled analyst remains the epicenter of simulation work. The requirement is prompting renewed 
interest in simulation data management (SDM), not just as a separate enterprise hub for managing 
simulation data and processes, but as an integral part of the broader product development lifecycle. 
“It gets to what is the strategic value of simulation as a whole in the product development process—
that’s what’s changing,” says Don Tolle, director of the Simulation-Driven Systems Development 
practice at CIMdata. “People are seeing business cases that support the need to do simulation early and 
often. If you’re going to get value out of all this simulation work, you have to manage it. Otherwise it’s 
just chaos.” 
While the market for SDM is still relatively small — CIMdata sizes it around $50 million — the 
category is becoming more popular and expanding from its roots in the automotive sector as a repository 
specifically used to manage car crash simulation data. Heightened interest in the Internet of Things (IoT) 
and the debut of the digital twin concept, which made a splash this year as a way to create a mirror 
image of a product that bridges the digital and physical worlds and captures behavior, is also 
encouraging more widespread use of simulation. 
As a result, engineering organizations are increasingly open to finding new ways to manage simulation 
data and processes, not as an isolated silo, but rather as part of the overall development process and 
design platform, Tolle says. “The old design paradigm moving to a model-based paradigm is what is 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://www.cimdata.com/
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getting us over the hump,” he says. “It’s not quite a wave, but [adoption] is building.” 
Read Beth Stackpole's full article here: http://www.deskeng.com/de/simulation-data-management-takes-
new-twists-and-turns/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lifecycle Reality in Non-Industrial PLM Businesses: Banks and Insurance Companies Develop and 
Support Products, Too (Commentary 
19 July 2016 
Key takeaways: 

• While PLM strategies are common in manufacturing industries, they can provide just as much 
value in the development and long-term monitoring of insurance coverages and banking 
products. 

• Insurance policy premiums and bank loan repayments do not fundamentally differ from a 
manufacturer's flow of revenues from sales of goods. 

• Financial companies are searching for people with PLM implementation experience while PLM 
solution providers seek people with backgrounds in underwriting and lending. 

One sure sign of a strategy’s lasting success is its uptake by industries that have seemingly little in 
common with the industry that generated the strategy in the first place. Such is the case with industrial 
mainstay Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), now drawing interest from financial, insurance, and 
other similar companies. 
From its roots in aircraft and automotive manufacturing in the early 1980s, PLM spread into other 
discrete industries (e.g. high-tech and industrial equipment) and then into the process industries, food, 
apparel and retailing, consumer packaged goods, and pharmaceutical industries (among others), as well 
as service businesses such as public utilities. In every instance, relentless cost, competition, and quality 
pressures drove PLM implementations. 
Less obvious, but potentially much more significant, is the enormous value of the product lifecycle 
information that PLM puts within easy reach. It is essential to understand how much lifecycle 
monitoring can reveal and why enterprises can be hobbled by failing to act on this information. 
Something even more profound is going on, however, and that is the disruption of entire industries by 
companies such Uber, Airbnb, Expedia, and Amazon. The question here is how PLM can help steer 
financial companies through their own disruptions with its end-to-end holistic lifecycle approach to 
products and lifecycles. 
The initial PLM focus is on how banks and insurers create, configure, manage, and end the lives of their 
products. For insurance policyholders, underwriters, and claims agents, a PLM approach can help make 
the terms and conditions (Ts & Cs) of new and customized coverages more competitive, less risky, more 
regulation-compliant, more profitable, and more straightforward. 
It is axiomatic in the linked worlds of digitalization, Big Data, and the Internet of Things (IoT) that 
every lifecycle will be defined upfront and managed throughout. For insurers and bankers, this implies 
lifecycles can still be better managed even though these financial enterprises have “managed” these 
products and services, one way or another, for decades. 
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PLM has long been essential in bringing people and processes together along with business systems and 
information. This recognition dawned first in mechanical engineering and manufacturing, and has since 
spread throughout the industrial economies of the world. 
Financial companies can use PLM just as manufacturers do, to configure and track information and 
insights developed in many different parts of the enterprise. Using product lifecycle management, 
insurers can reexamine (i.e., if initially captured) how they create coverage policies including those for 
healthcare. Bankers can reexamine how they create consumer loans and all the other banking products. 
At the heart of these reexaminations are Ts & Cs, the policy details and loan terms—the fine print that is 
configured anew for each deal. 
Manufacturers address very similar challenges with PLM but under different names and with different 
numerical values and comparisons. Interestingly, they use most of the same processes. Superficially, 
calculations and analyses in engineering and manufacturing may be more complex with more variables. 
Deep down, however, very similar things are happening. 
Insurance policies and banking products are structured on a set of required and optional terms and 
coverages. Likewise, manufacturing companies offer products that are characterized by requirements 
and options, which have to be defined and managed. Thus insurance policy premiums and bank loan 
repayments are not fundamentally different from a manufacturer's goods, systems, and services. 
Throughout policy/coverage lifecycles, insurance companies and their underwriters strive to avoid 
spikes in claims, watching for and documenting unsafe, imprudent, or unhealthy practices—especially in 
policies covering homes, vehicles, and businesses. Whether to renew or cancel coverage is an ongoing 
concern along with policy limits, deductibles, exclusions, and reserves. 
Insurance company bottom lines are expressed in terms such as loss ratios and combined ratios that are 
unfamiliar to most developers of manufactured physical products. Again, CFOs in manufacturing track 
the lifecycle revenues of their companies' products in similar ways, often adopting a holistic PLM 
strategy with an appropriate set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
Managing insurance coverage lifecycles with PLM solutions provides timely assurance to the insurer’s 
top management that each new policy is properly structured for risks the policyholder will likely 
encounter and that the policy itself complies with all applicable local, state, and federal requirements. 
PLM offers significant improvements in gathering policy information and keeping it secure while 
making it accessible to those who base decisions on that information.  
Throughout loan lifecycles, bankers scrutinize late or missed payments. They also keep an eye on each 
borrower's security (pledged assets and valuations) and general financial standing, all of which fluctuate. 
Much more is involved than FICO scores or Dun & Bradstreet ratings, down payments, and whether 
interest rates are fixed or floating. A bank's products include many types of mortgages, working capital 
for businesses, credit cards, and a plethora of consumer loans for new cars, tuition, etc. If borrowers 
struggle, banks must decide whether to ease the terms, refinance (or repossess or foreclose), or simply 
discount the loan and sell it. In manufacturing, savvy CFOs watch their companies' products through 
their lifecycles with similar ends in mind. 
Bottom lines in banking are expressed as asset utilization, leverage, and yield; cost of funds, interest-rate 
spreads and net interest margins; returns on assets and equity; and loan loss reserves, among others. 
These terms are rarely heard in connection with manufactured products but they are highly relevant to 
the sales portion of the lifecycle. (Bank “products” also include CDs and checking and savings accounts, 
all of which contribute to the bank's asset base.) 
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Managing the creation and packaging of loans with PLM solutions assures the bank’s top management 
that terms and repayment schedule of each new loan adhere to all applicable local, state, and federal 
requirements. As with insurance policies, PLM offers a significant improvement in gathering financial 
information and protecting borrowers’ privacy while providing information, as needed, to those who 
rely on that information in day-to-day bank operations and decision-making.  
There are, of course, even more fundamental distinctions, which drive product strategies, operations, and 
business models. Here are two: 

• Regulatory compliance. Insurers and bankers hold funds in trust for policyholders and 
depositors. They are fiduciaries so they must conform to local, state, and federal regulations that 
direct their operations. 

• Control of the assets. Insurers and bankers hold the assets (e.g., coverage policies and loans) that 
generate their revenue. Manufacturers’ products are in the hands of customers and distributors 
(inventories and factories aside). 

Collaboration in PLM environments makes sure everyone on a product definition team is up to speed 
with everything that has been done to date, what is being done now, and how both will impact what 
remains to be done, beginning with tomorrow and reaching to the end of the product's lifecycle. Along 
with “what,” of course, comes the rest of the decision-makers queries: who, where, when, why, and 
how. 
The many business partners who support engineering units and factories have analogs in financial 
services. Insurers, for example, use reinsurance companies as business partners. In banking, business 
partners include insurance companies that provide coverage for large loans. To the extent that financial 
partners are part of the product development processes, these partnerships are best monitored in a 
comprehensive PLM strategy. 
Documentation itself benefits greatly in PLM environments—the reams of paperwork including signed 
originals and facsimiles, releases, and certifications. If real estate is involved, these reams swell with 
floor plans and specifications with photos and drawings, terms of leases and covenants, easements, and 
zoning restrictions. Applying PLM best practices to managing documentation can also pay significant 
dividends when lawsuits lead to court-ordered “discovery,” a.k.a. file searches. 
We're talking here about a great deal more than online insurers and online lenders (“fintech”) and 
blockchains, the technology behind Bitcoins, and how they make risk-averse managements fretful. PLM 
is enabling new ways of creating and thinking about insurance policies and bank loans. PLM can foster 
deeper understanding of their lifecycles and offer radically new approaches to managing policy 
lifecycles within evolving regulatory frameworks. 
For this deeper understanding, PLM provides tools to generate new workflows and new feedback loops 
as needed with minimal human intervention and backed by best practices and industry standards, and in 
conformance with regulatory requirements. 
If there is such a thing as “the PLM question” for financial services, it is whether insurers and bankers 
can use PLM to reach a future that is more productive, secure, and profitable or stand aside and watch as 
cherished views about their industries are demolished. 
Meanwhile, financial services companies are searching for people with experience in PLM 
implementations. PLM solution providers are quietly hiring people with insurance and banking 
backgrounds. 
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As we noted at the beginning, PLM can be invaluable for insurers and bankers who realize the vital need 
(and great benefit) of creating, managing, and winding down the lives of their products in an end-to-end 
holistic, and compliant manner. In financial services as in every other industry, PLM makes it easier to 
innovate from a solid basis of facts and experience. As in every business, standing still is risky. So is 
acting on guesses and recollections. 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Acquisitions 
Accenture Acquires MOBGEN, Expanding End-to-End Digital Services 
19 July 2016 
Accenture has acquired MOBGEN, an end-to-end digital services company that combines mobility 
strategy, creativity and technology to deliver solutions that drive engagement for global brands with 
their customers, employees and partners.  
  
Headquartered in the Netherlands and with offices in Spain, MOBGEN has over 160 employees and 
develops holistic solutions with a focus on the user experience, for both mobile devices and the Internet 
of Things (IoT). MOBGEN integrates these solutions with existing systems ready for deployment, and 
continues to run and maintain them as a service. This includes advanced analytics to provide user 
behaviour insight, and to analyse valuable data regarding solution performance. Terms of the acquisition 
were not disclosed. 
  
Organizations are increasingly under pressure to deliver rapid iterations for advanced mobile and IoT 
services, and require strong roadmaps, agile development capabilities and scalable solutions to address 
this. By bringing MOBGEN into Accenture Digital, clients in Europe and beyond will have access to the 
skills they need to help overcome these challenges. 
 
“The MOBGEN acquisition strengthens and expands the capabilities of Accenture Digital in Europe,” 
said Marc Huijbregts, Accenture Digital lead in the Netherlands. “Demand for mobility platforms, 
services and applications is mounting, but as the IoT grows, these need to be built for an increasingly 
complex range of functions and devices while keeping the user experience in mind.” 
  
Jack Ramsay, senior managing director, Accenture Digital, continued: “To deliver the greatest value, 
mobility solutions must support overall business strategies, and be wholly integrated with back-end 

http://www.cimdata.com/
https://mobgen.com/
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systems to ensure data-driven personalised services can be delivered to users. With their holistic 
approach and focus on service design, meshing their creative and technology experience to strengthen 
brand relationships, MOBGEN will help Accenture offer clients across Europe the support they need to 
match the fast pace of technological change.” 
  
“Being chosen for acquisition by a company with the stature of Accenture is fantastic news for our 
employees and our clients,” said Ron Vrijmoet, CEO and founder of MOBGEN. “We are still only in 
the discovery phase of how this mobile revolution will transform the way we live and work, and our 
clients know that to provide the very best, most exciting customer experiences, the underpinning digital 
solutions are critical. MOBGEN is and will remain at the centre of this revolution as part of Accenture 
Digital, offering our existing and new clients access to deep industry expertise and global, scalable 
service design and technology resources that will help them build ever-stronger relationships with their 
customers and employees.” 
  
MOBGEN serves clients across a wide range of industries including finance, retail and travel, and has 
won industry recognition from the Webby Awards, the Red Dot Best of the Best Award, the Dutch 
Interactive Awards, and the European Business Awards, among others. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Acquires CadSoft EAGLE 
July 2016 
Premier Farnell announces that, together with its wholly owned subsidiary Celdis Limited, it has 
completed the sale of Cadsoft Computer GmbH (“Cadsoft”) and the assets used in connection with the 
sale of Cadsoft products in the US (together “the Business) to a subsidiary of Autodesk Inc. 
(“Autodesk”). 
Cadsoft is a software development business that produces electronics design software that Autodesk will 
add to its software portfolio. Premier Farnell will continue to distribute the Cadsoft product on behalf of 
Autodesk. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes to Acquire CST 
21 July 2016 
Dassault Systèmes today announced that it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire CST - 
Computer Simulation Technology AG, the technology leader in electromagnetic (EM) and electronics 
simulation, for approximately 220 million euros. 
With the acquisition of CST, based near Frankfurt, Germany, Dassault Systèmes will complement its 
industry solution experiences for realistic multiphysics simulation on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform 
with full spectrum EM simulation.  CST’s CST STUDIO SUITE software is used by designers and 
engineers at more than 2,000 leading companies in the high-tech, transportation and mobility, aerospace 
and defense, and energy industries to evaluate all types of EM effects during every stage of electronic 
system design processes. Customers include Airbus Defence and Space, Bosch Group, Frauscher Sensor 
Technology and Sirona.  CST’s 2015 revenue was about 47 million euros. 

https://www.cadsoft.de/blog/autodesk-acquires-eagle/
http://www.3ds.com/
https://www.cst.com/
https://www.cst.com/
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“Electromagnetism is an essential part of a multiphysics simulation strategy for the development of 
smart and connected products, and IoT devices—from their complex design, to ensuring the 
performance, reliability and safety of their interactions with their surrounding environment,” said 
Bernard Charlès, Vice Chairman and CEO, Dassault Systèmes.  “The acquisition of CST is part of our 
larger, ongoing mission to provide 3DEXPERIENCE universes to explore, accelerate and experience 
innovation that will achieve a greater harmony between product, nature and life.” 
“We know firsthand the formidable design hurdles our customers face today,” said Dr. Bernhard 
Wagner, one of the Managing Directors of CST. “Increasingly, multiphysics have to be addressed 
during the design process in order to develop the most robust products and systems. The 
3DEXPERIENCE platform is the ideal foundation upon which we can pursue our vision of combining 
our technologies to set the industry standard for realistic simulation and best meet our customers’ 
needs.”  
While providing continuity for CST’s customers, Dassault Systèmes will integrate CST’s solutions into 
its existing portfolio of industry solution experiences for simulating structural mechanics, multi-body 
systems, heat transfer and fluids, to address the growing $600 million EM simulation market.  This will 
offer a new industry standard in multiphysics and multiscale simulation of autonomous cars, connected 
homes, medical equipment, wearable electronics and other smart objects.  Customers will be able to 
quickly create and analyze high fidelity electromagnetic behavioral models that simulate electronic, 
antenna, electrical device and electromechanical product function across all frequencies and length 
scales, as well as access design synthesis and simulation tools needed for intricate electronic systems 
design.  
The purchase price of CST will be paid in cash.  Completion of the transaction is subject to customary 
conditions precedent, including antitrust approvals in Germany and Austria.  The transaction will be 
immediately accretive to Dassault Systèmes’ earnings.  Closing is expected for Q4 2016.  

Click here to return to Contents 

FARO Expands Metrology and Factory Automation Offerings with Acquisition of BuildIT Software 
& Solutions Ltd. 
12 July 2016 
FARO announces the acquisition of BuildIT Software & Solutions Ltd., a leader in process-configurable 
3D metrology software solutions with hardware agnostic interfaces. FARO will introduce the 
configuration power of the BuildIT software in a new "Your Product, Your Process, Your Solution" 
campaign aimed at providing major customers with customizable, in-process solutions that integrate 
metrology devices and sensors from multiple manufacturers. 
Located in Montreal, Canada, BuildIT's software is used daily on the production lines of 5 of the 10 
largest aerospace and defense manufacturers.  BuildIT's software is hardware independent, giving 
customers the flexibility to utilize different hardware offerings to maximize productivity and efficiency. 
"The acquisition of BuildIT bolsters FARO's complementary suite of software solutions for our 
metrology customers," stated Simon Raab, FARO's President and CEO. "By adding BuildIT to our 
metrology portfolio, our customers now have even greater software options for use in a variety of 3D 
metrology manufacturing applications to reduce inspection and assembly times and increase 
productivity. The BuildIT software suite is hardware agnostic. FARO recognizes that its Factory 
Automation and Metrology customers often integrate equipment from multiple vendors, and we are 
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committed to providing valuable and configurable customer-specific solutions irrespective of metrology 
manufacturer mix." 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText Buys Recommind, Inc. 
21 July 2016 
OpenText™ today announced that it has closed its previously announced acquisition of Recommind, 
Inc., a leading provider of eDiscovery and information analytics. Recommind's SaaS and managed 
services solutions deliver insight from unstructured data to help people make better, faster business 
decisions. 
Complementing OpenText's own leading EIM solutions, Recommind's platform and solution suite 
include eDiscovery and analytics to provide increased visibility into structured and unstructured data. 
Through the acquisition, OpenText customers will benefit from Recommind's analytics solutions for 
eDiscovery, investigations, contract analysis, and information governance including Decisiv Search, 
Perceptiv and Axcelerate. 
"Unlocking the value of Enterprise Information requires finding, analyzing and making sense of these 
large volumes of information," said Mark J. Barrenechea, OpenText CEO and CTO. "Recommind 
information analytics can be used to solve problems at a scale not previously feasible without machine 
learning and is expected to be a critical component of the OpenText EIM strategy. With its technology, 
talent and market opportunity, Recommind offers an extraordinary opportunity and we are pleased to 
welcome them to OpenText." 
As a leader in the development of best practices in the areas of eDiscovery and information analytics, 
Recommind is trusted by successful corporations, premier law firms and key regulatory agencies around 
the world. Information is the lifeblood of these organizations and Recommind delivers breakthrough 
software applications that harness the power of this information in order to solve concrete business 
problems. 
The OpenText EIM strategy enables organizations to discover and manage information to spur growth 
and innovation and decrease time to competitive advantage. The OpenText EIM strategy consists of 
comprehensive and integrated solutions including Content Suite, Process Suite, Experience Suite, 
Discovery Suite, Business Network and Analytics. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
3D Systems Design Technology Provides Solution to Aquarium 
18 July 2016 
3D Systems announced today that its end-to-end digital design and manufacturing solutions led to the 
enhanced mobility of a disabled African penguin atMystic Aquarium in Mystic, CT. In a collaborative 
endeavor led by the aquarium’s veterinary staff, students at Mystic Middle School worked with 
technical experts from ACT Group, a Connecticut-based 3D Systems partner, to make a lightweight, 
custom-fit boot for Yellow/Purple (AKA “Purps”), a resident of Mystic Aquarium’s endangered African 
penguin colony. Using 3D Systems’ 3D scanning, design and printing solutions, the group improved 

http://www.recommind.com/
http://3dsystems.com/
http://www.mysticaquarium.org/
https://sites.google.com/a/stoningtonschools.org/mms-home-page/
http://www.goactgroup.com/
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upon previous efforts by providing Purps with a more efficient and effective boot. 
Purps was left with a nonfunctional flexor tendon in her ankle following an altercation with another 
penguin. In an initial effort to immobilize, support and protect the site of injury, veterinarians at Mystic 
Aquarium fashioned a boot for Purps from moldable plastic material. While adequate, the animal care 
team at Mystic Aquarium knew there were more modern solutions available for the boot that would not 
only be more durable and less cumbersome for the small bird, but also would require less time than 
handcrafting a boot. 
Interested in taking advantage of the design freedom and customization benefits of 3D printing for 
Purps’ rehabilitation, Mystic Aquarium contacted its long-standing partner Mystic Middle School, 
which had just acquired a 3D printer through ACT Group. A new partnership formed among these three 
entities, and through their joint efforts a superior boot was fabricated for Purps using 3D 
Systems’ Geomagic Capture®3D Scanner, Geomagic® Sculpt™ software and multi-
material ProJet® MJP 5500X 3D printer. 
With support provided by ACT Group, the students of Mystic Middle School successfully executed the 
majority of the design to manufacturing workflow. Following a workshop facilitated by ACT Group, the 
students used 3D Systems’ Capture 3D Scanner to scan an existing cast of Purps’ foot, then imported the 
scan data into Geomagic Sculpt for modification and customization. The boot they created not only 
enhanced Purps’ mobility, but also provided the students with a meaningful, goal-oriented framework 
from which to develop a design within a digital workflow. 
“The students truly amazed us in how their creative thinking, imagination and intuitiveness led this 
process,” said Nick Gondek, Director of Additive Manufacturing and Applications Engineer, ACT 
Group. “It was rewarding to provide them with a technology that could keep up with their ingenuity, and 
to watch them pick up the software so quickly. It further demonstrates the need to have students learning 
to digitally design and manufacture at a younger age.” 
The final boot was printed on a 3D Systems ProJet MJP 5500X, a multi-material 3D printer that enables 
both flexible and rigid materials to be printed and blended simultaneously at the voxel level for custom 
strength and elasticity. 3D printing the new boot led to a final product that was better fitting, lighter 
weight and more durable, allowing Purps to walk and swim like the rest of her peers. 
The lightweight and flexible orthotic boot was printed in the ProJet® MJP 5500X multi-material 3D 
printer as a single piece 
“Our goal is to inspire people to care for and protect our ocean planet through conservation, education 
and research,” said Kelly Matis, Vice President of Education and Conservation, Mystic Aquarium. “In 
this project we achieved each of these desired outcomes while benefiting the health and well being of 
one of our endangered species.” 
“This project not only helped a member of an endangered species, but it gave our students a hands-on 
understanding of the 3D printing process and how to carry an idea through from a concept to a design to 
a usable object,” said Sue Prince, Library Media Specialist, Mystic Middle School. 
“This project demonstrates how our end-to-end 3D printing solutions provide a seamless workflow that 
can enable enhanced results from the classroom to the lab to the factory floor,” said Derek Johnson, 
Director, Product Management, Professional Printers, 3D Systems. “With the right tools and the right 
focus, no problem is too big or too small to solve.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.geomagic.com/en/products/capture/overview
http://www.geomagic.com/en/products/sculpt/overview
http://www.3dsystems.com/3d-printers/professional/projet-5500x
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Bruce Rodewald joins EPLAN Software as President and CEO 
13 July 2016 
EPLAN Software & Services, a provider of engineering software solutions, has appointed Bruce 
Rodewald as President and CEO of EPLAN Americas. He succeeds the retiring Raymond Gaynor, who 
had led the Americas division since 2011. 
Rodewald brings to EPLAN over 24 years in industrial business development and corporate sales 
leadership. A mechanical engineering graduate of Western Michigan University and former captain with 
the US Army Corps of Engineers, he has taken on progressively more important leadership roles in the 
field of industrial software and information technology since moving from the military to the private 
sector in 1991. 
“Design automation is the present and the future,” says Rodewald.  

Click here to return to Contents 

The Business Advantage Group’s Worldwide CAD Trends 2016 Results 
21 July 2016 
The Business Advantage Group announced more details from its Worldwide CAD Trends 2016 Survey 
this week, specific to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). The survey results are based on responses 
from CAD users, Designers, Engineers, Professionals including managers and senior executives.   
Chris Turner, CEO of Business Advantage Group commented, “Based on feedback, we added CAM as a 
CAD Trend to this year’s survey and gained many useful insights as a result.” 
For example: 

• Future CAM software growth potential is predicted as 17% (from 24% to 28% Usage) this year 
and 29% (from 24% to 31% Usage) over the next 3-5 years. 

• CAM Usage is significantly lower in smaller companies (19%) than in medium companies (28%) 
or large (26%) companies. 

• Overall 56% of CAD users are aware of CAM, 24% currently use it and it ranks 7th out of 15 in 
Importance across all the trends. Overall rankings are very useful to compare all the 
trends; however, some trends are mostly relevant to particular industry segments.  As expected 
in CAM, there is significantly higher usage in Manufacturing (34%) than in AEC (9%) or 
other industries. 

• Looking at just those that use or plan to use CAM software, 
o   34% of them increased their usage of it over the past year, 48% used it about the same 
amount as the previous year and 4% saw a decrease. This indicates continuing potential 
to maintain and upsell current users. 
o   70% think it’s “important” (36% think it is “very important” and 34% “quite 
important”) to have machining instructions automatically generated from 3D CAD 
models. 
o   6 in 10 (61%) want to see “more” (half of them want to see “much more”) software 
development effort on CAD/CAM integration. 

http://www.business-advantage.com/
http://www.business-advantage.com/landing_page_CAD_Trends_2016_March.php
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o   The most used CAM software products are MasterCAM (20%), NX CAM (14%), 
InventorCAM (10%), SolidCAM (9%) and CAM for Fusion 360 (8%).  

“All this portends well for increased focus on CAM by CAD vendors… please also see our earlier press 
release on the 3D Printing Trend.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Eagle Point Software Continues to Expand Reach with CAD-1 Partnership 
15 July 2016 
Eagle Point Software Corporation, an Autodesk AEC Industry Partner and developer of the Pinnacle 
Series software, announced that it has entered into a strategic partnership with Autodesk Gold Partner, 
CAD-1, headquartered in Thornton, CO. 
The Pinnacle Series is an on-demand Autodesk adoption, training and support system, which uses 
multiple resources to help organizations overcome the everyday challenges they face in using Autodesk 
software. This cloud-based solution enables users to get the most out of their Autodesk Solutions with 
desktop and mobile applications that provide 24/7 access to workflow, training and support resources. 
Pinnacle Series is fully customizable with unlimited cloud storage, allowing organizations to house their 
corporate best practices and standard operating procedures. 
Clint Sirko, CAD-1 Operations Manager explained, “Adding Eagle Point’s Pinnacle Series allows CAD-
1 to address the productivity needs of Autodesk software customers, as well as the needs of the entire 
enterprise within their organizations. This partnership means that our customers have access to resources 
within Pinnacle to resolve the same issues that all Autodesk users face today: capturing best practices, 
making sure staff is trained on the products they have invested in, and getting “real answers” from a 
trusted source in order to get back to billable production. Pinnacle also allows us and our customers to 
build company-specific, relevant content that can be utilized enterprise-wide.” 
“Eagle Point is very excited to partner with CAD-1,” said Steve Biver, Director of Sales and Marketing 
at Eagle Point Software. “CAD-1, who has an unprecedented reputation in their area for providing 
exceptional training and support to their clients, is a perfect match for Pinnacle Series. Expanding on the 
value that CAD-1 brings to their clients through their own expertise, Pinnacle Series will allow their 
clients to receive 24/7 Autodesk adoption training and support. This added value will allow their clients 
to continue to improve their effectiveness and productivity with their Autodesk technology and take 
their skills to the next level.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Materialise Announces Opening of New DLP 3D Printing Centre of Excellence in Malaysia 
21 July 2016 
Materialise has announced today the opening of a new 3D Printing Centre of Excellence in Malaysia. 
The facility aims to become a competence center for DLP 3D printing technologies, and it has the 
potential to 'enhance Malaysia’s role as a driver behind 3D Printing in Asia', states Materialise in a press 
release. 
This initiative will see local research teams developing and preparing 3D printing applications for the 
market and become a knowledge center for Materialise's DLP technology. The teams will also 

http://www.business-advantage.com/Press%20Release%20-%20Business%20Advantage%20Worldwide%20CAD%20Trends%20Survey%202016%20-%203D....pdf
http://www.business-advantage.com/Press%20Release%20-%20Business%20Advantage%20Worldwide%20CAD%20Trends%20Survey%202016%20-%203D....pdf
http://www.eaglepoint.com/
http://www.eaglepoint.com/what-is-pinnacle-series/
http://www.eaglepoint.com/what-is-pinnacle-series/
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investigate 3D printing anatomical models and other medical devices with DLP technology to further 
enhance the functionality of Materialise’s 3D printing software suites for the benefit of end-users 
working with DLP 3D printers. Many 3D printer OEMs will also play a role in the new Center of 
Excellence. 
"We are delighted to open this competence center in Malaysia today," said Wim Michiels, General 
Manager of Materialise Malaysia. "It provides the missing link between our existing engineering and 
software development in Malaysia, and our actual knowledge of the 3D printing process. This will 
benefit our customers and partners enormously, as it brings us closer together –in knowledge, 
technology and even proximity. It will also benefit Malaysia, as it will build local knowledge and 
develop applications well suited for the region.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

MSC Software Partners with Italian Campania Region for the Development of Aeronautical 
Programs 
20 July 2016 
MSC Software Corporation today announced a dynamic partnership with the Campania Region 
Technological Aerospace District to launch of the SIMULAB Project (Simulation Laboratory for the 
Development of Aeronautical Programs). MSC will join efforts with DAC (Campania Aerospace 
Cluster), Formit, Sixtema, and CIRA (Italian Aerospace Research Centre) to facilitate the development 
of companies involved in the Italian Aerospace industry. 
SIMULAB is a project of cooperative technological transfer for high-potential innovative companies. 
The program's purpose is to drive innovation, reduce costs and improve the quality of new products. The 
platform will boost synergy between DAC companies collaborating on design and engineering projects 
by providing them with simulation technologies to anticipate potential problems from the earliest stages 
of design. 
SIMULAB will function as: 

• A Virtual Laboratory to disseminate the methodologies and knowledge in various aspects of 
aviation engineering (best practices of standardized methods and procedures, supporting 
technologies, knowledge and experience); 

• An environment for the management of projects and related data; 

• An e-learning platform to organize the technical staff training while minimizing costs and 
interference with other work activities; 

• A computerized tool that integrates the management aspects with the operational ones to conduct 
a program of research/development (i.e. integration of engineering analysis tasks in project 
management and planning, and then reporting and checking their outcome in the management 
system). 

Through the SIMULAB platform, MSC Software will deliver SimManager to manage the complete 
simulation data pedigree and process audit trail; MSC Apex, its next generation simulation environment 
that gives engineers up to 10X speed up in modeling and analysis tasks; and MSC Nastran, its leading 
structural analysis solution relied upon by engineers for multidisciplinary analysis of complex aerospace 
systems.  MSC Apex was chosen because of its ease of use and innovative modeling technology that 

http://www.mscsoftware.com/
http://www.daccampania.com/
http://www.formit.it/web0/index.php/en/
http://www.sixtema.net/
http://www.cira.it/en
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/simmanager
http://www.mscapex.com/
http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran
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allows users to quickly create Finite Element Model (FEM) models. This will make it easier for 
aerospace engineers participating in the program to learn and run simulations faster and at less cost. 

Click here to return to Contents 

On Center Software Recognized as a Top Technology Company 
20 July 2016 
On Center Software, a provider of estimating and project management software for the construction 
industry, was named to the 2016 Constructech 50 in the July/August edition. 
According to Constructech magazine editors, the companies that make the list help construction firms 
leverage the power of technology. The list is recognition for construction technology providers that are 
driving the building industry forward. Some of the top tech companies in the world made this year’s list, 
including Microsoft, Oracle, Autodesk, and SAP. 
On Center made the Constructech list for eight years in a row for its products: On-Screen Takeoff®, 
Quick Bid®, and Digital Production Control™. The company has more than 40,000 users in 60 
countries and gets high marks from customers for training and software support. Based in The 
Woodlands, Texas, On Center Software was founded 28 years ago by software engineers and 
construction industry experts, and is among the first to develop cloud-based SaaS with Oasis Takeoff. 
“We are honored to be acknowledged as a leader in technology by construction industry analysts, 
contractors, and vendors,” said Kyle, Hamer, VP Marketing, On Center Software. “We don’t sell one-
size-fits-all products; we train your teams so you can fine-tune the software to your business or trade. On 
Center’s reputation is built on strong partnerships. In fact, many functional enhancements to our 
software came directly from our customers.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Shinydocs Recognized as Winner of the 2016 OpenText Global Technology Partner of the Year 
21 July 2016 
Shinydocs Corporation today announced that it has won the 2016 OpenText Global Technology Partner 
of the Year, presented at OpenText's annual customer event Enterprise World, which took place at the 
Gaylord Opryland Resort, Nashville, July 11-14, 2016. 
The OpenText Partner of the Year Awards recognize OpenText partners that have developed and 
delivered exceptional OpenText-based solutions during the past year. Shinydocs was honored among a 
global field of top OpenText partners for demonstrating excellence in innovation and implementation of 
OpenText-based customer solutions that Enable the Digital World. 
Shinydocs believes that how your organization manages information should not change how users work. 
Its flagship product, Shinydrive, helps organizations realize the full potential of its ECM investment and 
extract 100% of the value of its managed data. 
"Shinydocs is proud to be awarded Global Technology Partner of the Year 2016 by OpenText," 
says Jason Cassidy, Founder and CEO, Shinydocs Corporation. "We have built a deep and lasting 
relationship with OpenText—one that ultimately helps customers remove adoption, TCO and 
performance barriers to implementing a digital strategy. This award is further validation Shinydrive is a 
key part of a successful Content Server deployment." 
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"This year's award winners are among the most innovative and valuable our partner ecosystem has to 
offer. Therefore, it came as no surprise that Shinydocs was named among that group as this year's 
winner of the 2016 OpenText Global Technology Partner of the Year award," said Adam Howatson, 
CMO, OpenText. "We applaud Shinydocs on this achievement and for the outstanding value it continues 
to provide for our mutual customers." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Join Dassault Systèmes and Industry Thought Leaders at Sage Summit 2016 
21 July 2016 
With 300+ information sessions and capacity to livestream from your home or office, Sage Summit 
2016 is the largest business networking and information event for small-to-medium businesses.   
Dassault Systèmes Offers Code for July 25-28 Sage Summit 2016 in Chicago, IL, USA. Register with 
promotional code "Dassault" to save on registration fees. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Omnify Software Hosts Webinar, "Three Steps to an FDA and ISO Compliant PLM 
Implementation" 
19 July 2016 
Transitioning from paper-based document control and change management to an electronic system can 
be a bit intimidating, particularly for regulated medical device companies. This webinar is hosted by 
Omnify Software with a client guest speaker sharing real world scenarios. Attendees will learn about 
why and how a medical device manufacturer should automate development processes with Product 
Lifecycle Management (PLM), things to be aware of, and three steps to a compliant implementation. 
WHAT: Complimentary, educational webinar focused on the value of moving from paper processes to 
an electronic system to manage product information and how to do it compliantly. 
WHEN: Thursday, August 4, 2016 at 1:00 P.M. eastern 
WHERE: Event will be presented online; those interested in attending this event can register 
at: https://omnifysoftwebinars.webex.com/omnifysoftwebinars/onstage/g.php?MTID=eeff3898c0144a5b
7d2212cfbaced58c5 
WHO: Joseph Ko, Director of Quality for Autonomic Technologies (ATI), www.ati-spg.com, will share 
his experience configuring and implementing many computerized systems including Agile PLM, 
Expandable MRP, and Omnify Empower PLM. David Whitney, VP of Strategic Sales for Omnify 
Software will moderate the webinar. 

Click here to return to Contents 

https://omnifysoftwebinars.webex.com/omnifysoftwebinars/onstage/g.php?MTID=eeff3898c0144a5b7d2212cfbaced58c5
https://omnifysoftwebinars.webex.com/omnifysoftwebinars/onstage/g.php?MTID=eeff3898c0144a5b7d2212cfbaced58c5
http://www.ati-spg.com/
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Financial News 
Dassault Systèmes Confirms 2016 Financial Objectives, Releases Q2 Results 
21 July 2016 
Dassault Systèmes today announced IFRS unaudited financial results for the second quarter and six 
months ended June 30, 2016. These results were reviewed by the Company’s Board of Directors on July 
20, 2016.  
Summary Highlights (unaudited) 

• Q2 Non-IFRS EPS growth of 8% (12% in constant currencies) 

• ENOVIA, SOLIDWORKS, DELMIA, SIMULIA and Exalead delivered strong Q2 

• 3DEXPERIENCE new licenses revenue growing 103% in Q2 and 68% in H1 in constant 
currencies 

• Diversification Momentum led by High Tech, Energy, Process & Utilities and Marine & 
Offshore 

• 2016 Non-IFRS financial objectives reaffirmed, with strong H2 software revenue growth 

• Expanding Manufacturing and Multi-physics Simulation Portfolios with the acquisitions of 
Ortems and CST 

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys Announces Results for the Quarter ended June 30, 2016  
15 July 2016 
Consolidated results under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) for the quarter ended 
June 30, 2016  

• Revenues were $2,501 million for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 QoQ growth of 2.2% in 
reported terms; 1.7% in constant currency terms YoY growth of 10.9% in reported terms; 12.1% 
in constant currency terms  

• Operating profit was $602 million for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 QoQ decline of 3.7% 
YoY growth of 11.3%  

• Net profit was $511 million for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 QoQ decline of 4.1% YoY 
growth of 7.4%  

• Earnings per share (EPS) was $0.22 for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 QoQ decline of 4.1% 
YoY growth of 7.4%  

• Liquid assets including cash and cash equivalents and investments were $4,918 million as on 
June 30, 2016 as compared to $5,202 million as on March 31, 2016 and $4,750 million as on 
June 30, 2015. Dividend payout of $481 million was made during the quarter.  

• The Nomination and Remuneration Committee of the Board of Directors of Infosys Limited at 
its meeting held on July 14, 2016, approved the grant of 1,857,820 RSU's at par value which 

http://www.3ds.com/
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shall be made on August 1, 2016, to a total of 7,898 eligible and identified high performing 
employees upto mid-level managers of the Company and its subsidiaries under the 2015 
Employee Stock Compensation Plan. The RSU's shall vest over a period of four years from the 
date of grant which shall be exercisable within the period as approved by the committee. Out of 
these RSU’s, a total of 1,515,135 equity shares will be issued out of the existing treasury shares 
held by the Infosys Employee Benefits Trust and the balance will be in the form of ADR’s and 
Phantom stock rights.  

• In accordance with the Postal ballot approved by the shareholders on March 31, 2016, Dr. Vishal 
Sikka, CEO and Managing Director has been granted RSU's amounting to $ 2 Million which 
shall be made on August 1, 2016. The RSU's are time based and will vest over a period of 4 
years subject to continuous service. The exercise price for the grant is equal to the par value of 
one share per RSU. IFRS – USD  

“We had unanticipated headwinds in discretionary spending in consulting services and package 
implementations as well as slower project ramp-ups in large deals that we had won in earlier quarters, 
resulting in a lower than expected growth in Q1,” said Dr. Vishal Sikka, CEO. “Despite this, I am very 
encouraged by our progress in the execution of our strategy. We launched Infosys MANA, our AI based 
approach to helping clients continuously renovate their business processes and have already delivered on 
first client successes. We continued to see strong momentum in large deal wins in which we are bringing 
the best of our Renew-New strategy to every deal; and we continued to see growth in our delivery 
services due to their renewal on the basis of Zero Distance, Design Thinking and automation. Going 
forward, we will continue our strong focus on our long-term goals and vision of transforming Infosys 
where open, intelligent technology amplifies people and frees them to innovate in a culture of learning 
and collaboration, while bringing operational excellence and cost discipline to every aspect of our 
business.”  
“Our client additions and top client growth was strong during the quarter. Automation continues to be a 
core lever in the renewal of our traditional service offerings,” said U B Pravin Rao, COO. “We are 
making impactful internal process changes through our simplification initiatives with a focus on better 
employee experience and improved productivity, " he added.  
“Our focus on optimizing cost efficiency levers helped us during the quarter and our cash generation 
was strong,” said M.D. Ranganath, CFO. “We navigated a volatile currency environment effectively.”  
The Company’s outlook (consolidated) for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2017, under IFRS is as 
follows:  

• Revenues are expected to grow 10.5%-12.0% in constant currency*.  

• The above constant currency guidance translates to 10.8%-12.3% in USD terms based on March 
31st rates and 10.0%-11.5% based on June 30th rates 

Read more here: https://www.infosys.com/investors/reports-filings/quarterly-results/2016-
2017/q1/Documents/IFRS-USD-press-release.pdf 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Announces Third Quarter FY'16 Results 
20 July 2016 
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PTC today reported financial results for the third quarter ended July 2, 2016. 
Q3 Fiscal 2016 Overview 
Third quarter FY'16 GAAP revenue was $289 million; non-GAAP revenue was $290 million. GAAP net 
income was $3 million or $0.03 per share; non-GAAP net income was $30 million or $0.26 per share. 
"We are very pleased with our third quarter performance," said James Heppelmann, President and CEO, 
PTC. "Customers are rapidly adopting our subscription offering, accelerating our business model 
transition, and our improved execution led to a strong bookings performance, beating the high end of our 
guidance for the quarter." Heppelmann added, "While a higher subscription mix negatively impacts 
near-term reported revenue and earnings, we are creating significant long-term value for our customers 
and shareholders by transitioning to a subscription model. Importantly, we remain committed to our 
track record of financial discipline and margin expansion." 
Operational Overview 
Q3 FY'16 operational highlights are set forth below. For additional details, please refer to the prepared 
remarks and financial data tables that have been posted to the Investor Relations section of our website 
at ptc.com. Information about our bookings and other reporting measures is provided on page 4. 

• License and subscription bookings were $105 million; above the guidance range of $90 
million to $100 million. 

• Subscription bookings were approximately 58% of total bookings, above our guidance 
assumption of 48% and up from 16% a year ago. We estimate that this higher than guidance mix 
of subscription in the quarter, while positive in the long-term, reduced revenue by 
approximately $11 million, and reduced non-GAAP EPS by approximately $0.09 as compared to 
our guidance, and by approximately $0.35 as compared to Q3'15 mix. 

• Total subscription annualized contract value (ACV) was $30 million; above our guidance 
of $22 to $24 million. 

• Software revenue, which reflects a higher mix of subscription than last year, was down 
approximately $11 million, or 5%, on a year-over-year, constant currency basis. We estimate that 
the higher mix of subscription than last year lowered Q3'16 software revenue by 
approximately $38 million. 

• Annualized recurring revenue (ARR) was approximately $780 million at the end of the third 
quarter of fiscal 2016. 

• GAAP operating expenses were approximately $199 million; non-GAAP operating expenses 
were approximately $175 million. These results were above the GAAP and non-GAAP guidance 
ranges primarily due to incremental sales incentive expense incurred related to the accelerated 
subscription transition, as well as the achievement of bookings performance above expectations. 

• Q3'16 GAAP operating margin was 3% and non-GAAP operating margin was 14%. Q3'15 
GAAP operating margin was 7% and non-GAAP operating margin was 24%. We estimate that 
the higher mix of subscription in Q3'16 reduced GAAP and non-GAAP operating margin by 
approximately 300 basis points as compared to guidance, and by 1,150 basis points as compared 
to Q3'15 mix. 

• For Q3'16, we recorded a GAAP income tax benefit of $4 million, or $0.03 per share, and a non-
GAAP income tax expense of $2 million, or $0.02 per share. The GAAP tax rate for the quarter 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Finvestor.ptc.com%2F&esheet=51385449&newsitemid=20160720006308&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=57bbd63d05a83579419dab9beac5786d
http://ptc.com/
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was 537% and the non-GAAP tax rate for the quarter was 7%. 

• Cash flow from operations was $59 million, and free cash flow was $52 million, both of which 
include cash payments for restructuring of $8 million. 

• We ended the quarter with total cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities of $339 
million and total debt of $778 million. 

Workforce Realignment 
In October 2015, reflecting a realignment of resources toward higher growth opportunities and our 
commitment to operating margin improvement, we announced a plan to repurpose or eliminate 
approximately 8% of worldwide positions and to consolidate select facilities. This is expected to result 
in a restructuring charge of up to $50 million; of which $37 million was recorded in Q1'16, $5 
million was recorded in Q2'16, and $3 million recorded in Q3'16. The remainder is expected to be 
recorded in Q4 of FY'16. Substantially all of the charges are attributable to termination benefits, most of 
which will be paid in FY'16. 
Read the full report here: http://investor.ptc.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=980426 

Click here to return to Contents 

SAP Announces Second Quarter and Half Year 2016 Results 
20 July 2016 
SAP today announced its financial results for the second quarter and half year ended June 30, 2016. 

Financial Highlights  
SAP had strong growth in the cloud. Second quarter IFRS cloud subscriptions and support revenue grew 
30% year over-year to €720 million. Non-IFRS cloud subscriptions and support revenue rose 30% year-
over-year (33% at constant currencies) to €721 million. New cloud bookings1 were up a solid 28% 
(31% at constant currencies) in the second quarter and reached €255 million.  
The rapidly expanding cloud business together with solid growth in support revenue continued to drive 
the share of more predictable revenue. The total of cloud subscriptions & support revenue and software 
support revenue reached 63% of total revenue in the second quarter 2016, up 1 percentage point.  
SAP is significantly outpacing its main competitor in cloud and software revenue. IFRS cloud and 
software revenue was €4.36 billion, an increase of 7%. Non-IFRS cloud and software revenue was €4.36 
billion, an increase of 7% (11% at constant currencies).  
IFRS operating profit was up 81% to €1.27 billion. Non-IFRS operating profit grew 9% to €1.52 billion 
(11% at constant currencies). IFRS earnings per share increased 73% to €0.68. Non-IFRS earnings per 
share increased 2% to €0.82.  
For the six months ended June 30, operating cash flow was €2.92 billion (2015: €2.78 billion), an 
increase of 5% yearover-year, and free cash flow increased 1% year-over-year to €2.52 billion (2015: 
€2.50 billion).  

SAP S/4HANA, SAP’s Next Generation Business Suite  
SAP S/4HANA momentum remains strong as customers continue to embrace the benefits of running a 
live business on a massively simplified architecture. SAP added more than 500 SAP S/4HANA 
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customers in the quarter, of which approximately 40% are net new SAP customers. Furthermore, with 
the SAP HANA Cloud Platform (HCP) and its vibrant ecosystem, customers can extend functionalities, 
build new applications and integrate across cloud and onpremise. In addition, SAP HANA Enterprise 
Cloud continues to offer customers a secure and fast option to migrate their mission-critical processes to 
the cloud. The Hershey Company (USA), the Targin Group (Russia), Cathay Pacific (Hong Kong) and 
Roy Hill Holdings Pty Ltd. (Australia) selected SAP S/4HANA in the second quarter. 
Read the full document here: http://go.sap.com/docs/download/investors/2016/sap-2016-q2-
statement.pdf 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro Announces Results for the Quarter ended June 30, 2016 
19 July 2016 
Wipro Limited today announced financial results under International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) for its first quarter ended June 30, 2016. 
Highlights of the Results for the Quarter ended June 30, 2016: 

• Gross Revenues were `136.0 billion ($2.0 billion1), an increase of 11% YoY. 

• Net Income2 was `20.5 billion ($304 million1), a decrease of 6% YoY. 

• IT Services Segment Revenue was $1,930.8 million, a sequential increase of 2.6% and YoY 
increase of 7.6% 

• Non-GAAP constant currency IT Services Segment Revenue in dollar terms grew 2.0% 
sequentially and grew 9.5% YoY 

• IT Services Segment Revenue in Rupee terms was `131.1 billion ($1.9 billion1), an increase of 
13% YoY. 

• IT Services Segment Profits3 was `23.3 billion ($345 million1), a decrease of 3% YoY. 

• IT Services Margins4 was 17.8% for the quarter, as compared to 19.7% for the quarter ended 
March 31, 2016. 

Performance for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 
Abidali Z. Neemuchwala, Chief Executive Officer and Member of the Board, said, “We have delivered 
Revenues in line with our guidance. Our early investments in areas such as our Digital practice and 
cognitive intelligence, notably Wipro HOLMES is positioning as the partner of choice for customers in 
the CHANGE side of their business. We expect the trajectory of growth to build gradually over the 
course of the year as we drive execution on our strategic themes and make progress towards achieving a 
sustainable growth trajectory” 
Jatin Dalal, Chief Financial Officer, said – “IT Services margins reflect the investments in rewarding our 
employees as well as the impact of consolidation of our acquisitions for the full quarter. We continue to 
expand the reach of our automation programs to harness efficiency gains.” 

Outlook for the Quarter ending September 30, 2016 
We expect Revenues from our IT Services business to be in the range of $ 1,931 million to $ 1,950 
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million*. 
* Guidance is based on the following exchange rates: GBP/USD at 1.46, Euro/USD at 1.13, AUD/USD 
at 0.74, USD/INR at 67.12 and USD/CAD at 1.29 

IT Services 

• For the convenience of the reader, the amounts in Indian Rupees in this release have been 
translated into United States Dollars at the noon buying rate in New York City on June 30, 2016, 
for cable transfers in Indian rupees, as certified by the Federal Reserve Board of New York, 
which was US $1= `67.51. However, the realized exchange rate in our IT Services business 
segment for the quarter ended June 30, 2016 was US$1= `67.89 

• Net Income refers to ‘Profit for the period attributable to equity holders of the Company’ 

• Segment Profit refers to segment results. Effective April 1, 2016, the segment results is measured 
after including the amortization charge for acquired intangibles to the respective segments. Such 
costs were classified under reconciling items till the year ended March 31, 2016. Comparative 
information has been restated to give effect to the same. 

• Margins have been computed based on the change as listed in 3. above 
The IT Services segment had a headcount of 173,863 as of June 30, 2016. 
Read the full release here: http://www.wipro.com/newsroom/press-releases/Results-for-the-quarter-
ended-June-30-2016-under-IFRS/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Centric Software and Royal Robbins Begin New PLM Adventure 
19 July 2016 
Royal Robbins, a heritage apparel brand for outdoor pursuits, selected Centric Software to provide their 
product lifecycle management (PLM) solution.  
Royal Robbins is based in San Francisco and Modesto, California, the gateway to Yosemite Valley, 
where Robbins and his wife Liz founded the company in the late 1960s. In 1961, Robbins made the first 
ascent of El Capitan’s Salathé Wall, the world’s hardest big wall grade VI climb at the time. In 1967, 
Liz claimed the first female ascent of the Northwest face of Half Dome. A tourist snapped a photograph 
of the pair atop Half Dome in tattered clothing. The image inspired them to launch a globally beloved 
brand known for its enduring, classic outdoor designs that work as well on the trail as they do at the 
office. 
“Since Vice President of Merchandising and Design Liz Braund and I joined the company last year, we 
have applied a proven brand building framework that has set us on an accelerated growth path,” said 
Royal Robbins CEO Michael Millenacker. “We want to support the strong product design and 
development team that we have built, and Centric is the right PLM to supercharge our processes.” 
In the first and second phases of implementation, Royal Robbins' older PDM system will be replaced 
with Centric 8 PLM. As Centric is an extremely innovative and flexible solution that is very quick to 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.royalrobbins.com&esheet=51383546&newsitemid=20160719005246&lan=en-US&anchor=Royal+Robbins&index=1&md5=d896c315f8cf188bb34cff39877a9252
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deploy, Royal Robbins will continue to scale Centric PLM as its business develops. 
“Royal Robbins is a brand that stands for a spirit of daring exploration. We are excited to begin working 
with the team at Royal Robbins on this next stage of their adventure,” said Chris Groves, CEO and 
president of Centric Software. “We will partner with Royal Robbins throughout the system changeover 
and look forward to getting them on-board Centric’s modern, innovative solution.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Elder Construction Selects Viewpoint to Support Growth 
20 July 2016 
Viewpoint Construction Software®, a leading provider of innovative software solutions to the 
construction industry, is pleased to announce that Elder Construction has selected Viewpoint as its 
technology partner, purchasing ProContractor™ by Viewpoint. Serving the state of Colorado, Elder 
Construction specializes in Construction Management, Design-Build, General Contracting and Pre-
Construction Services. The firm has achieved great success in the delivery of large-scale office 
buildings, industrial/distribution centers, healthcare and retail facilities. 
Elder Construction was looking for a long-term technology partner who could offer a fully integrated 
solution to support all aspects of its enterprise and the growing complexity of the projects they were 
building. ProContractor provides Elder with an all-in-one solution including estimating, project 
management and accounting, as well as the robust mobile functionality needed to connect field 
operations with the office. 
“Our company has experienced significant growth in both our people and project size over the last five 
years and we expect this growth to continue. Prior to Viewpoint, we employed several different software 
programs to support our day-to-day operations. It was our goal to implement one solution to improve 
overall efficiency and to streamline processes across the company,” says Christopher Elder, owner of 
Elder Construction. “Viewpoint’s strong reputation and excellent customer references helped support 
our decision to select ProContractor.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Eyelit’s Integrated Manufacturing Execution System (MES) Selected by Aurora Semiconductor 
12 July 2016 
Eyelit Inc., a manufacturing software provider for visibility, control, and coordination of manufacturing 
operations for the aerospace & defense, discrete electronics, life sciences, medical device, 
semiconductor, and photovoltaic (solar) industries, announced today that Aurora Semiconductor has 
selected the Eyelit MES™ suite for use in its manufacturing facility in St. Petersburg, Florida. 
Aurora’s multichip module (MCM) facility focuses on offering advanced, system-in-a-package 
fabrication and other backend semiconductor processing services for microelectronic products. The 
pure-play, USA-based foundry services fabless companies in trusted military, industrial, medical and 
MEMS markets. The flexibility of the Eyelit MES™ suite is well suited for controlling the production 
and packaging of Aurora’s vast array of semi-custom analog, mixed-signal and high-voltage, 
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) and microelectromechanical (MEMS) 
technologies. 

http://elderconstructioninc.com/
http://viewpoint.com/products/procontractor-by-viewpoint
http://www.eyelit.com/
http://www.aurorasemi.com/
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“Aurora is extremely pleased to have Eyelit as its manufacturing-management software provider. 
Precision, efficiency, and complete end-to-end coordination of our manufacturing processes are essential 
for the level of execution we have committed to our customers,” stated Dennis Daniels, Executive Vice-
President of Aurora Semiconductor. “We’re confident that our partnership with Eyelit will be an 
essential enabler of Aurora’s success in exceeding stringent customer demands and scaling our 
business.” 
“Eyelit has become the clear leader in MES software and services for U.S. manufacturers that are 
subject to export enforcement regulations,” stated Dan Estrada, Eyelit’s Vice-President of Sales and 
Marketing. “We are proud to serve Aurora Semiconductor, and our growing customer base in the 
aerospace and defense industry sector. Our innovative technology and wide spectrum of factory 
applications will provide unparalleled equipment control, manufacturing execution, and quality 
management from the shop floor through to supply chain execution.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Laziale Interni Auto Selects Additional Lectra Solution 
19 July 2016 
Lectra is pleased to announce that Laziale Interni Auto, a leading Italian supplier of leather cut parts to 
tier-1 and tier-2 automotive component manufacturers, has chosen Lectra’s Versalis® for its next-
generation digital cutting room.  
Specialized in the production of headrests and armrests for vehicle interiors, the company cuts, sews and 
assembles seating and interior components for major automotive manufacturers as well as for the rail 
and aeronautics industries. Laziale Interni Auto is also active in aftermarket vehicle customization, 
especially for classic and collector cars. The company runs two production units in central peninsular 
Italy.  
A Lectra customer, Laziale Interni Auto has used Lectra CAD-CAM software for since 2005. The 
company made an initial foray into computer numeric control (CNC) cutting with the acquisition of 
Vector® Lectra’s fabric-cutting solution, in 2014. Driven by a commitment to continuous innovation, 
Laziale Interni Auto subsequently decided to migrate automotive leather production from manual die-
cutting to the digital cutting value chain.  
In 2015, the company transitioned to automated leather cutting with the acquisition of a first Versalis® 
for its plant in the Lazio region of Italy. To meet the increased demand of a major vehicle manufacturer,  
Laziale Interni Auto decided to implement a second Versalis solution in the same plant this year. Laziale 
Interni Auto now runs a more efficient production cycle thanks to automated processes that expedite the 
identification of flaws, as well as nesting, cutting and the unloading of cut parts. Versalis’ uninterrupted 
hide cutting offers an unparalleled level of quality and significantly lower costs through material gains 
impossible to achieve using die presses.  
Growing consumer demand for more personalized vehicle interiors is driving an increasingly high level 
of complexity for OEMs and their suppliers to manage, due to a wider range of product variants and 
faster product changeovers. Lectra’s Versalis improves flexibility by eliminating dies, saving eight to 12 
weeks in vehicle program start-up time. With a newfound ability to adjust vehicle programs in 
substantially less time, Laziale Interni Auto can now stay apace of its vehicle manufacturer end-
customers’ evolving needs.  
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“The difference between die cutting and our new digitalized process is night and day,” remarks Renato 
Clemente, Production Unit Manager, Laziale Interni Auto. “Our Versalis allow us to achieve much 
greater productivity. And without the need to retool, we can meet new requirements faster than we ever 
could before.”  
“Remaining competitive in the automotive industry means staying on top of consumer tastes and 
emerging vehicle interior trends,” states Céline Choussy Bedouet, Chief Marketing and 
Communications Officer, Lectra. "This puts additional pressure on automotive interior suppliers to be 
more agile. By making the switch to a fully digitalized leather cutting process, Laziale Interni Auto can 
be sure to keep up with carmaker demand now and into the future." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Renault Group selects Eurostep and ShareAspace 
19 July 2016 
Eurostep has been selected by Renault Group to deliver a solution to improve collaboration in the area 
of product data. The project is divided in two phases where the first phase is improving CAD/PDM data 
exchange between internal consumers, the second phase will implement a solution for consolidation of 
data shared and exchanged with external partners. The solution from Eurostep will be based on the 
ShareAspace Nova platform. 
“We are very proud to be awarded this contract”, says Håkan Kårdén, CEO Eurostep Group. “Renault 
Group is one of the global automotive leaders and their selection of ShareAspace and Eurostep was done 
after a thorough evaluation process. This means we are strengthening our position as a supplier of 
collaboration solutions in the highly competitive automotive industry” ends Mr Kårdén. 
“Seamless, secure and high-performance data exchanges are crucial to accelerate development 
processes, to support increasing number of partnerships and globally to improve competitiveness in the 
automotive industry” says Jean Pierre Luce, PLM program director at Renault group. “ShareASpace, 
will be a key component of the implementation of a standardized and high-performance exchange 
platform.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

TXT Retail Wins Contract in India with Future Group 
19 July 2016 
TXT Retail announces continued growth in APAC with the signing of one of India’s leading retailers, 
Future Group. 
Future Group is one of India's largest multi-format retailers, with a retail portfolio that includes 
hypermarkets, supermarkets, department, and specialty stores. Collectively, Future Group operates 
around 18.5 million square feet of retail space in over 250 cities and towns across India. Expanding at an 
impressive pace, the retailer embarked on a journey to achieve 5x growth by 2021. To achieve their 
ambitious growth targets, Future Group is investing in new technologies and solutions that enable more 
efficient business processes. 
TXTPlanning will enable Future Group to manage the merchandise lifecycle from end-to-end. The 
software’s advanced planning capabilities will allow the company to set global profitability targets and 
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to derive the best assortments to meet demand across a variety of locations, retail formats, and product 
categories. Lastly, TXTPlanning’s forecasting, allocation and replenishment modules provide the tools 
to optimize in-season merchandise management. Future Group will be guided by the TXT AgileFit 
deployment methodology which accelerates deployment and time to achieve benefits thanks to reference 
processes, a full set of documentation and a pre-configured optimized solution framework. 
“With our multi-format retail strategy we capture almost the entire consumption basket of Indian 
customers. Our strength lies in our deep understanding of our customers and their ever evolving needs” 
said Manoj Agrawal, Chief Transformation officer at Future Group. “TXTPlanning will help us to 
translate this deep knowledge of the Indian society and marketplace into the best assortments to our 
customers. We chose to work with TXT Retail for the flexibility of the solution, the rapid deployment 
we can achieve through the AgileFit methodology and because TXT Retail has the capability and vision 
to become a real partner to us and support our journey in the long run”. 
“We are proud to be working with the fast, smart and committed retailer, Future Group and to 
accompany their ambitious growth plans,” commented Zaki Hassan, Regional Vice President Asia at 
TXT Retail. “The signing of this prominent retailer shows that our strategy to enter the APAC region, a 
rapidly maturing and large market, is on-pace and we expect the region to contribute significantly to our 
global performance.” 
Future Group will implement the TXTPlanning suite across the entire organization, covering all 
channels, geographies and product ranges with the first phase covering the Big Bazaar stores. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
3D CAD Models Available From ANVER Corporation on TraceParts 
22 July 2016 
ANVER Corporation announces its online catalog presence at TraceParts, one of the world's leading 
providers of 3D digital content for engineering. New and existing customers can easily access and 
quickly download 3D CAD models in most file formats for hundreds of ANVER Vacuum Suction 
Cups and Vacuum Robotic System Components via the TracePartsOnline.net portal. 
ANVER offers this responsive approach to downloading CAD component files and other technical 
information to help fill the growing demand from engineers. Additionally, domestic and international 
users can submit Request for Quotations (RFQs) directly to ANVER from the online catalog. Both of 
these services are free simply by signing up with TraceParts to receive account login credentials. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Launches LIVE: Brings Interactive Storytelling to Life 
21 July 2016 
Autodesk, Inc. today announced the launch of Autodesk LIVE, a new interactive visualization service 
which offers Revit users in the architecture, engineering and construction industries (AEC) the ability to 
transform their designs into fully-interactive 3D models. 
Previously known as “Project Expo,” the Autodesk LIVE experience draws viewers into the story of an 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=51385360&newsitemid=20160721005225&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=cef39499febec37e87faf0d14261fadf
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Flive&esheet=51385360&newsitemid=20160721005225&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+LIVE&index=2&md5=dcd0956109a8a3a40b5bacdf8e3e876a
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Frevit&esheet=51385360&newsitemid=20160721005225&lan=en-US&anchor=Revit&index=3&md5=86e2717c118209497a4c78bb536ad086
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architectural design much like a video game. With one click in Revit, Autodesk LIVE seamlessly and 
invisibly converts a project visualization into an interactive model in the cloud. Architects, engineers 
and construction professionals may customize and more easily share the experience with clients to 
explore on their own, enhancing communication of a digital design before a project ever breaks ground. 
“While a picture may say a thousand words, Autodesk believes that an immersive experience says 
everything,” said Amar Hanspal, senior vice president, Autodesk. “LIVE is a perfect example of how 
film and game development is influencing client expectations in the AEC world. Imagine the ability to 
step inside a building and experience everything well before it is real. With such simplicity, clients can 
do more than just see what a space looks like, they can better know what it feels like. Autodesk LIVE 
may forever change the way AEC professionals communicate with their clients.” 
With the addition of LIVE, Autodesk now offers a full spectrum of visualization tools for AEC 
professionals of all levels of tech experience seeking to up their game. LIVE is the latest offering in the 
company’s LIVE Design family of visualization tools. In summer 2015, Autodesk unleashed the power 
of Stingray, Autodesk’s 3D game engine, and 3ds Max, to bring Revit building information models into 
the virtual reality world. Autodesk LIVE support for virtual reality technologies such as HTC Vive, 
Oculus Rift and other popular brands is expected to be available at a later date. 

Autodesk LIVE, Saves Time and Frustration 
With Autodesk LIVE, architects, engineering and construction design professionals can: 

• Prepare Autodesk Revit models for real-time exploration in just a few minutes; 

• Integrate Revit models with an environment terrain template to more quickly add scale and 
context around any building; 

• Convert rich photorealistic content (RPC), people models and vegetation models to real-time 3D 
models so the world looks alive; and 

• Understand better how BIM objects should behave, as BIM data is brought over to the Autodesk 
LIVE environment. For example, LIVE knows a door is a door, and as such it will open and 
close as the user moves to and through the door. Another example includes the ability to show 
the time of day and year, which may be adjusted at any point to see representative sun and 
shadow patterns. 

It’s possible to shape an audience’s experience by customizing the navigation points, the render style, 
and even the time of day. When the interactive visualization is finalized, the free Autodesk LIVE viewer 
lets users share on select Windows and iOS devices. 
"With the arrival of Autodesk LIVE, the era of delay in producing and editing fully interactive models 
has become the era of now, which is what clients expect and deserve in the real-time, experiential design 
world in which we live," said Taylor Cupp, technologist at Mortenson Construction. "With just one click 
from Revit, LIVE lifts my design into the cloud and quickly delivers an interactive space that my team 
and customers may explore and feel together, including how sunlight shines at different times of the day 
or even throughout the four seasons, to doors that actually open – behaving as they should in the real 
world. With this kind of ease and simplicity, LIVE should have a place in every virtual design and 
construction toolbox.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Boon Edam Entrances Now Available as BIM files on Autodesk Seek Library 
20 July 2016 
Boon Edam Inc. today announced that its entrance solutions are now available to architects, designers 
and contractors as Building Information Modeling (BIM) files on the Autodesk Seek library at 
seek.autodesk.com. Boon Edam Inc.’s BIM files have also been updated and optimized for use with 
Autodesk Revit software in North, Central and South America. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ImageWare Systems and Fujitsu RunMyProcess Bring Biometric Authentication to Digital Process 
Flows 
19 July 2016 
ImageWare Systems, Inc., in cloud-based, multi-modal biometric identity management solutions, and 
RunMyProcess, a subsidiary of Fujitsu and cloud platform provider, have partnered to provide turnkey 
integration of ImageWare's GoVerifyID for solutions developed on the RunMyProcess platform. 
RunMyProcess offers a cloud platform to quickly and securely build applications that connect enterprise 
systems and processes to the people, clouds and devices of the digital world. By making digital 
connections RunMyProcess helps enterprises safely evolve towards new digital business models that 
make a real difference to the lives of their customers and employees. 
ImageWare's GoVerifyID is an enterprise-ready, turnkey biometric authentication SaaS that verifies a 
user's identity prior to granting them access to applications, systems, or networks. 
"Our partnership with ImageWare enables us to make it easy for our customers to integrate the most 
secure, flexible, and scalable biometric authentication solution in the market," said Dr. Yuji Takada, 
CEO RunMyProcess. "By adding out-of-the-box integration connectors for GoVerifyID, we provide our 
customers with additional convenience and security for their authentication processes." 
With an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop development environment coupled with an extensive library of 
integration connectors -- including Office 365, SAP, Oracle CRM, SalesForce and Blockchain -- 
RunMyProcess customers can rapidly build and deploy highly-customized business applications that 
integrate people, software and things within end-to-end digital process flows. 
ImageWare's Chairman and CEO Jim Miller commented: "RunMyProcess is enabling digital 
transformation for hundreds of leading companies in over 45 countries. We're excited to provide our 
industry leading solutions to this ecosystem and look forward to delivering our patented, multi-modal 
biometric authentication solution to RunMyProcess customers." 

Click here to return to Contents 

IMSI Design Ships New TurboCAD Civil 2016 
20 July 2016 
IMSI®/Design announced today the release of new TurboCAD Civil 2016, a complete 2D/3D CAD 
application with specialized tools for civil engineering. 
"Civil Engineers have been looking for an affordable software solution for surveying, data collection, 
analysis, and road design. They now have it and much more with TurboCAD Civil." states Bob Mayer, 
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President of IMSI/Design. 

ADVANCED CIVIL DESIGN 
TurboCAD Civil comes with an integrated suite of advanced tools for civil design, civil drafting, 
surveying and data collection that can be used for road surface and road corridor design and analysis, 
grading, parcel design, map production, land surveying, water and sewer line documentation, and more. 

• Create Surfaces with Points - Import points using any of the supported CAD and Shape file 
types, to accurately create surfaces and solids. 

• Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) Tools - Using the Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) tools 
to you will be able to filter and optimize your geometry. 

• Contours - Create major and minor contours with elevation data. 

• TIN Surface Profile Along a Polyline -Allows users to (1) station interval distance, (2) plan 
view, (3) save data to the clipboard, and (4) save a simple graph to the clipboard. 

• Flow Lines Tool - Display slope angles and direction at any desired point on your surface. 

• Cross Sections - Access tools to quickly create surface cross-sections. 

• Image Maps - Generate an image map with colors based one elevation, aspect, or slope. 

• Calculate Volume - The Side Slope tool allows users to calculate the volume between two 
surfaces 

• Road Surface and Corridor Tools - Create roads and road cross sections. Each cross section 
includes: (1) Cut area, (2) Fill area, (3) Incremental cut volume, (4) Incremental fill volume, (5) 
Total cut volume, and (6) Total fill volume. 

• Horizontal Curve Tool - It starts by selecting a polygon. The vertices of the polygon are assumed 
to be the PIs (point of intersections) of the road to be designed or the water/sewer line to be 
documented. The tool allows you to define the curves that connect one segment between two PIs 
to the segment between the next PIs using a radius of the desired curve (or max available based 
on segment lengths). It allows you to depict the station offsets and distances with or without 
curves added. When curves are added their starts and ends are part of the object display and the 
text printout. 

POWERFUL, 2D/3D DRAFTING, MODELING, AND RENDERING 
TurboCAD Civil is built on the popular, award-winning TurboCAD application. It offers hundreds of 
drawing, modifying, dimensioning and annotation tools. Materials, lighting, and photorealistic rendering 
create powerful presentations of any design. Plus, easily share your work with extensive file support 
including AutoCAD .DWG, SketchUp .SKP, and STL for 3D printing. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Materialise NV Announces New Collaboration with DePuy Synthes 
19 July 2016 
Materialise announces a new collaboration with DePuy Synthes that will see Materialise’s patient-
specific, craniomaxillofacial (CMF) implants being offered through DePuy Synthes TRUMATCH CMF 

http://www.materialise.com/
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Solutions in Australia and Europe, excluding France.  Already included in TRUMATCH CMF is 
ProPlan CMF, a Materialise and DePuy Synthes solution for planning and patient-specific guides for 
CMF surgery.    
Materialise Founder and CEO, Wilfried Vancraen, stated, “At Materialise, we strive to make medical 3D 
printing accessible to every researcher, engineer, and clinician, through an open platform of software 
and services that help customize patient treatment. Together with DePuy Synthes, we have successfully 
enabled better surgical outcomes through surgical planning and patient-specific guides, and are proud 
that this new collaboration will now empower even more CMF surgeons to discover the benefits of 3D-
printed, patient-specific implants as well.” 
Materialise has 25 years of experience in 3D planning and printing for medical applications, which 
includes the development of dedicated 3D visualization and planning software, engineering and design 
services and the production of 3D printed patient-specific guides and implants. In the field of CMF 
surgery, Materialise offers customized solutions that are in harmony with the morphology and 
physiology of each individual patient.  

Click here to return to Contents 

New and Updated 2017 Software Solutions Now Available from GRAITEC Group 
20 July 2016 
GRAITEC, an international BIM and CAD software developer for AEC, and Autodesk® Platinum 
Partner in US and across Europe, is delighted to announce the launch of its new GRAITEC Advance 
Suite 2017, providing the very best modeling and design software solutions to the Architecture, 
Engineering and Construction market. 
 
GRAITEC has continuously strived to provide first-rate advancements for innovative software solutions 
to its valued customers, and the recent launch of its new and upgraded product range for 2017 is no 
exception, proving they are still top of their game in terms of providing top-level Construction, AEC and 
Building Design software solutions worldwide. 
 
Francis Guillemard, GRAITEC CEO enthuses: "Our 2017 product range introduces practical 
functionality across all products to address the daily needs of our customers, whilst helping us meet the 
growing demands of our expanding markets. Providing our customers with more choice, better value 
and improved technological solutions to everyday challenges is a key part of our commitment." Mr 
Guillemard continues: "BIM is also challenging software developers to rethink the way their technology 
is applied to project design challenges and accessed across globally dispersed teams. GRAITEC is 
constantly improving how we engage with our customers and continually pushing the technology 
boundaries to deliver real value to our users and this is reflected in the 2017 product range." 
 
Mr Guillemard concludes: "This year we decided to include a preview version of our highly anticipated 
range of Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers. We wanted to introduce the structural market to the next-
generation structural technology that is making it possible to transition to a connected BIM workflow, 
and use BIM data to provide a high-degree of automation across structural design to detailing cycles, all 
without having to radically change what they are already doing. It is clear that customer are expecting 
more from their software and their loyalty will lie with technology that works harder to deliver what 
they need. We are confident our new range of Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers will set new 
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standards for future BIM technology." 
 
Advance Design 2017 
GRAITEC's flagship Finite Element Design and Analysis solution, Advance Design, has been enhanced 
to include full integration with the new GRAITEC Advance BIM Designer collection. The Steel 
Connection BIM Designer, Reinforced Concrete BIM Designers and the Steel Structure Designer 
integration enables advanced structural BIM workflows and next-gen process automation across 
disciplines and multiple platforms including Revit®. With a committed focus on improvements in 
managing steel projects, further updates include the use of Excel to enable tabular access and grid 
control as a way to easily modify the properties of structural elements, the ability to enable or disable 
structural objects for calculation, new load groups added to the Moving Load Generator and the 
possibility to create a rigid element with a single click without having to manually define a rigid section 
or material, resulting in a highly simplified workflow. 
 
Commencing with the 2017 version, North American users can benefit from a set bundle comprising 
Advance Design 2017 and Advance Design America 2017. Advance Design America includes the same 
expert structural analysis and design software, in-line with North American norms and standards. Users 
are able to install and use either Advance Design or Advance Design America. For further information, 
please contact one of our GRAITEC offices. 
 
Advance Workshop 2017 
After the successful launch of Advance Workshop Steel Fabrication Management Information System 
last year, the rapid uptake and high demand has seen GRAITEC accelerate development to significantly 
improve native interoperability with Tekla and Advance Steel. Through embedding its BIM linking 
software - BIM Connect - advanced connected BIM workflows can be supported and connected to the 
fabrication process whilst Advance Steel users benefit from an extended profile management, which 
links directly with Autodesk® Advance Steel databases. 
 
A wider range of CAM Manufacturer's new machine ranges are supported, whilst provision for smart 
phone integration can enable cost-effective rapid delivery and tracking of production, using bar codes. 
The support of Unicode characters and new languages expands the natural market for the product. Users 
can also manually tweak planning sequencing to improve project management. Additional features 
comprise new algorithms for importing irregular plate shapes, advanced waste-reduction nesting 
calculations, stock optimization, material traceability and Time Reader reports for utilization analysis, 
plus many new features to assist sales and management. 
 
PowerPack for Revit® 2017 
The GRAITEC Advance PowerPack for Revit® 2017 is compatible with both Autodesk® Revit® 2016 
and 2017 and comes with a range of tools dedicated to improving and speeding up the user's daily 
experience when using Revit® software. New to this version, the BIM Data Link tool, which links 
Revit® and Excel, introduces new ways to share and reuse project data whilst uniquely retaining any 
colours, formatting, filtering and sorting applied in either platform. Two additional exciting new tools, 
highly requested by users of the PowerPack for Revit® are the Numbering tool and Impact Views 
Manager. 
 
The Numbering tool is incredibly powerful as it can be applied to any Revit® category or family 
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detected in the active project, allowing the created numbering to be further used for tagging everything 
from rooms to doors and windows to MEP services to grids and everything in between. The numbering 
tool breaks the traditional boundaries, enabling combinations of active type parameters, prefixes and 
suffixes as well as grouping to be applied together with user interactive selection sequences or 
predetermined context sensitive algorithm-paths. 
 
The Impact Views Management tool enables complex views to be created which display both the active 
elements together with any hidden 'impact-elements' or load-bearing elements which may, for example, 
be above and/or below a selected slab. More unlike traditional workarounds which create static views 
that do not update, views created with the Impact Views Manager remain connected to the model and 
update to reflect any changes. 
 
Additional, notable MEP tools include Pipe Opening which detects all clashes between MEP services 
and Structural elements and allows openings to be applied in all instances on the fly or globally, based 
on user preferences. The tool monitors all clashes and manages the relationship throughout the project. 
Other MEP tools include a variety of pipe tags for naming and thickness. Enhancements have also been 
made to a number of existing tools such as the Family Manager, with the option to add network folders 
and many more. 
 
GRAITEC is an Autodesk® Platinum Partner in Europe and America and continuously develops its 
PowerPack to provide significant value to its Revit® customers worldwide. 
 
Read about more of their new BIM and AEC offerings here: 
http://www.openpr.com/news/350245/New-and-Updated-2017-Software-Solutions-Now-Available-
from-GRAITEC-Group.html 

Click here to return to Contents 

Next-Generation Website Released for Project Managers and Contractors 
18 July 2016 
On Center Software launched a totally new website this week to help construction contractors see and 
test the industry’s top digital tools in the field today. The site, www.OnCenter.com, has streamlined its 
pages with a cleaner, simpler format, enhanced graphics, and a more responsive interface with faster 
loading times. 
“We engineered the design changes so navigating is much faster. You can find estimating tools, takeoff 
and project management platforms much easier. Finding white papers, tricks and tips, training and 
support is just a click away. Trade experts from concrete, painting, drywall and ceiling, framing, 
landscape design, and more, have content and customized products for them. In fact, many functional 
enhancements to our software came from our customers,” explained Kyle Hamer, Vice President of 
Marketing. 
In addition to the website enhancement, On Center was recognized by Constructech Magazine as a 
global leader in technology in its July/August edition. 
“We are proud to be named in the 2016 Constructech 50, which highlights the top technology 
companies in the world in the construction industry,” said Hamer. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oncenter.com&esheet=51382595&newsitemid=20160718005876&lan=en-US&anchor=www.OnCenter.com&index=1&md5=fbd4e1665acf752ff97cf267f039ab97
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On Center Software has designed software and project management platforms for construction industry 
professionals for over 28 years. Headquartered in The Woodlands, Texas, On Center has more than 
45,000 users in 60 countries.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Renesas Electronics Europe and SEGGER Collaboration Accelerates Expansion of RX Ecosystem 
19 July 2016 
Renesas Electronics Europe, Renesas Electronics Europe and SEGGER today announced their 
collaboration to facilitate expansion of the ecosystem of Renesas’ RX Family of 32-bit microcontrollers 
(MCUs) through adoption of SEGGER’s newly-released SystemView software. Forthwith SystemView 
will support streaming over J-Link, as well as real-time analysis and visualization, in relation to any 
Renesas RX-based embedded design. 
Renesas’ RX Family of 32-bit MCUs are built around Renesas’ proprietary RXv1/RXv2 CPU cores and 
combine excellent operation performance with superior power efficiency. The RX Family consists of 
four product series: the flagship RX700 series, with the fastest performance and most advanced 
functions; the standard RX600 series; the RX200 series, which delivers an optimal balance of power 
efficiency and high performance; and the entry-level RX100 series, with extremely low power 
consumption. These four series encompass a range of products for solutions within fields such as 
industry automation, security, home appliance, healthcare and human interface that provide seamless 
scalability from small-scale to large-scale applications. 
SEGGER’s new SystemView solution gives complete insight into the behavior of a program, with 
minimal side effects on the embedded system being observed. It offers cycle accurate tracing of 
interrupts and task start/stop, plus task activation and API calls when an RTOS is used. It visualizes and 
analyzes CPU load by task, interrupts and software timers. By using SEGGER’s J-Link debug probe 
with SystemView streaming data transfer can be benefited from – with analysis in real-time. This 
enables an in-depth understanding of the application’s runtime behavior to be derived. Real-time 
analysis is particularly advantageous when dealing with complex systems consisting of multiple threads 
and events, and also in bare-metal systems without any RTOS. 
“With the addition of SystemView to the RX ecosystem, our customers will have access to a higher 
degree of development support”, said Mohammed Dogar, Senior Manager, Industrial & 
Communications Business Group, Multi-Market Solutions, MCU/MPU Solution Marketing at Renesas 
Electronics Europe. “SystemView demonstrates the power and efficiency of modern debug tools, where 
the latest technology ensures an efficient embedded design process. With SEGGER’s support, we can 
now offer an expanded ecosystem to our customers using the powerful and scalable RX microcontroller 
family.” 
“As a Renesas Global Platinum Partner, we are proud to be able to help showcase the efficiency of the 
RX Family. Complementing the RX ecosystem with SystemView will open up modern debug 
functionality to developers using these MCUs in their designs,” said Dirk Akemann, Partnership 
Marketing Manager, SEGGER. 
In order to ensure real-time delivery of data and minimal intrusiveness on the system – that means less 
than 1 µs overhead per call on a 200 MHz Renesas RX MCU – SystemView makes use of SEGGER’s 
unique Real-Time Transfer (RTT) technology. RTT enables up to 2 Mbyte per second data transfer for 
continuous acquisition of real-time data, requiring no hardware other than a J-Link and the standard 

http://www.renesas.com/
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debug interface. SystemView records the data retrieved from the target and visualizes the results in 
different ways. Data recordings can also be saved for later documentation and analysis. Evaluating a 
system in this manner expedites the finding and eliminating of problems, as well as allowing greater 
optimizing of the system. It is an essential part of quality management in any professional software 
development. SystemView interacts seamlessly with SEGGER’s RTOS embOS, which features all the 
recording capabilities needed. SystemView’s operation does not require any OS involvement. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ReverseEngineering.com Releases 3-D Scan-to-Direct Model Add-In for ANSYS SpaceClaim 
13 July 2016 
ReverseEngineering.com announced today that its HIPP 2016 integrated point cloud tools are now 
available for ANSYS® SpaceClaim® and ANSYS® SpaceClaim® Direct Modeler™.  
“Real time scanning integration supports SpaceClaim's accurate mesh to CAD recreation,” said Braxton 
Carter, ReverseEngineering.com president. “The HIPP add-in combined with SpaceClaim can 
dramatically lower the software cost associated with other 3-D scan mesh wrapping solutions by 
removing their need to maintain several third party expensive 3-D scan-design-print workflow 
applications.”  
“HIPP 2016 is providing a valuable tool to SpaceClaim's reverse engineering workflow. The tight 
integration of various scanners provides a powerful front end for data capture into SpaceClaim," said 
John Graham, ANSYS SpaceClaim Marketing Manager.  
HIPP for SpaceClaim supports direct scanning input from a wide range of 3-D scanners, including 
FARO HD scan arms, Romer Absolute SI scan arms, Kreon Baces, Microscribe HDI LMI blue and 
white light scanners. Hard probing features include Live tracking probe on screen for probe measuring 
planes, points, lines, splines, circle and section profiles in the SpaceClaim environment.  
Easily capture and model prismatic parts instead of the laser scanning mesh method. The easy to use 
workflow allows for probe compensation of measured diameters. The digitize by time and distance 
settings can be set for more control of data capture. Live “Spray Mesh” feature allows the real time scan 
data to appear as a ready to wrap mesh surface in SpaceClaim. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Expands DesignWare MIPI IP Portfolio with DSI and CSI-2 Device Controllers 
20 July 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced the immediate availability of its new DesignWare® MIPI® CSI-2℠  
Device Controller IP and DesignWare MIPI DSI℠  Device Controller IP for mobile, automotive and 
Internet of Things (IoT) system-on-chips (SoCs). The IP solutions are compliant with the MIPI CSI-2 
v1.2 and MIPI DSI v1.2 specifications and enhanced to meet the key functional safety requirements of 
automotive-grade applications. The integrated debug and test capability accelerates design time and 
lowers test cost. The DSI device controller receives commands in low-power and high-speed modes, 
addressing requirements of both video and command displays. The flexible image interface in the MIPI 
CSI-2 device controller allows transmission of pixels between the IP and SoC at high bit rates for an 
optimized implementation. Synopsys' complete MIPI camera and display interface IP solutions 

https://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=mipi_csi2
https://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=mipi_csi2
https://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=mipi_dsi
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consisting of controllers, PHY, verification IP and IP Prototyping Kits, enable designers to quickly 
implement the required functionality and accelerate time-to-market. 
"As a leading provider of ASIC services, Global Unichip Corporation develops solutions that enable our 
customers to deliver innovative products with unique functionality," said Jim Lai, president of Global 
UniChip Corporation. "For our latest high-end camera design, we needed a camera interface solution 
that was interoperable with numerous application processors, configurable to eight lanes, and supported 
MIPI D-PHY. With Synopsys' DesignWare MIPI CSI-2 Device Controller IP, we delivered a design that 
enabled our customer to successfully deliver an ultra-high-definition, computational camera." 
"Synopsys is continuously driving the development and adoption of MIPI interfaces in the ecosystem as 
a Board Member," said Joel Huloux, chairman of the board of MIPI Alliance. "The company provides 
the design community with a MIPI IP solution that designers can confidently integrate in their SoCs." 
Synopsys' silicon-proven DesignWare MIPI CSI-2 and DSI Device Controllers provide advanced 
features that enable designers to implement the required camera and display functionality in mobile, 
automotive, IoT applications and beyond. The device controllers, interoperable with DesignWare MIPI 
D-PHY v1.2 operating at 2.5 Gbps/lane, deliver high total bandwidth with a reduced number of lanes 
and power-per-bit of data. The DesignWare MIPI CSI-2 Device Controller supports up to eight lanes of 
operation and the DesignWare MIPI DSI Device Controller supports up to four lanes for high resolution 
systems. 
"MIPI interfaces are widely used in applications such as mobile, automotive, IoT and beyond to address 
increasing requirements for high-bandwidth, low-power camera and display functionality," said John 
Koeter, vice president of marketing for IP and prototyping at Synopsys. "By providing complete, 
silicon-proven MIPI CSI-2 and MIPI DSI IP solutions, compliant to the latest specifications, Synopsys 
enables designers to meet the specific frame rate, color depth, resolution, power and area requirements 
of their design, while lowering integration risk." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tasktop Offers Free Integration Support for Hewlett Packard Enterprise ALM Octane 
18 July 2016 
Tasktop, a leader in Software Lifecycle Integration (SLI) and creator of the Eclipse Mylyn open source 
tool, today announced that it will offer free integration support between the recently announced 
Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) Octane solution from Hewlett Packard and its existing HPE 
ALM/Quality Center. 
HPE ALM Octane is specifically designed for high-velocity, Lean and Agile teams, and represents 
HPE’s next generation of application lifecycle management products. As a long-standing partner, 
Tasktop has been working with HPE ALM Octane since its private beta. 
According to Tasktop CEO Mik Kersten, “Tasktop has created a new free offering to enable a seamless 
upgrade path to HPE ALM Octane by synchronizing customer defects between their current HPE 
ALM/QC installations and HPE ALM Octane. This means that customers can allow some teams to 
continue to use HPE ALM/QC, while others move to HPE ALM Octane at the pace that’s right for the 
organization. Our goal is to support our customers’ Agile and DevOps transformations, and as a close 
partner, we are very happy to assist the company’s customers with their application modernization 
journey and to derive the many benefits of HPE ALM Octane.” 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tasktop.com&esheet=51382575&newsitemid=20160718005167&lan=en-US&anchor=Tasktop&index=1&md5=aea0afdd16b90380e0a9f85606406133
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Feclipse.org%2Fmylyn%2F&esheet=51382575&newsitemid=20160718005167&lan=en-US&anchor=Eclipse+Mylyn&index=2&md5=c649e051fd31912db40daa93bfa9aef1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgo.tasktop.com%2FHPE-Octane-Integration.html&esheet=51382575&newsitemid=20160718005167&lan=en-US&anchor=free+integration+support&index=3&md5=d6e35fc544785f8f08e7e88ae652bf51
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Running HPE ALM/QC and HPE ALM Octane in parallel reduces the risks associated with the rollout 
and makes the adoption process much easier. In addition, given HPE ALM Octane’s Agile and DevOps 
characteristics, customers may want to connect entire software development and delivery lifecycles. 
Tasktop will enable them to integrate ALM Octane with many popular tools that it supports, such as 
requirements management, project portfolio management, change management, issue trackers, tools for 
continuous integration, build and release management, etc. 
According to Raffi Margaliot, senior vice president and general manager, Application Delivery 
Management, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, “As a longstanding partner and leading provider of HPE 
ALM/QC integrations, Tasktop is in a strong position to enable integrations between these two 
platforms. Tasktop provides an effective integration strategy for HPE customers as part of a gradual 
migration, or to the broader DevOps ecosystem.” 
Interested parties can view a short technical preview video here to see how early adopters might use 
HPE ALM Octane to discover and create defects, while daily defect triage meetings still take place in 
HPE ALM/QC. The defects are automatically synchronized from HPE ALM Octane to HPE ALM/QC, 
and the triage changes are made visible. 
Tasktop support for HPE ALM Octane will be available in the fall of 2016. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble and CSCEC to Explore the Use of Mixed-Reality Technology for Engineering and 
Construction in China 
18 July 2016 
Trimble and CSCEC No. 1 Building Group Corporation Limited (CSCEC Group 1), one of the largest 
building contractors in China and a world-leading engineering and construction firm, announced today 
that they are collaborating to explore the applications of mixed-reality technology in the Architecture, 
Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. As part of Trimble's Mixed-Reality Pilot Program, 
CSCEC Group 1 is the first organization in China to use Microsoft HoloLens and Trimble Mixed-
Reality solutions. 
 
A new generation of mixed-reality tools from Trimble, integrated with the Microsoft HoloLens, focuses 
on improving the quality, collaboration and efficiency in the design, construction and operation of 
buildings and structures. When used by AEC professionals, the HoloLens device extends interaction 
with 3D models beyond the confines of a 2D computer screen, creating new ways for the many 
stakeholders of complex, multi-phase construction projects to visualize, collaborate, share ideas and 
manage change. 
 
With mixed reality, the primary mode of interaction is spatial. Design teams can review and interact 
with 3D models in the context of their physical environment and explore previously invisible aspects of 
a building's performance. The technology improves communication by providing a natural, yet 
innovative way to interact with complex data and enables 3D-based remote collaboration between 
project stakeholders. 
 
"We are very excited to become the first partner in China for Trimble's Mixed-Really Pilot Program by 
actively engaging in this technology evolution and creating a mixed-reality lab," said Xue Gang, chief 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DLHKuVgnOANE&esheet=51382575&newsitemid=20160718005167&lan=en-US&anchor=here&index=4&md5=80051231e4311d6e7b7acefd0b7f276a
http://www.hololens.com/
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engineer for CSCEC Group 1. "As one of largest construction firms in China, CSCEC Group 1 invests 
in innovative solutions to improve productivity and operations. We believe mixed-realty technology will 
profoundly change the way we communicate in the AEC industry. It will improve collaboration, reduce 
waste and enhance the quality and safety in projects." 
 
"Mixed reality is one of most exciting and anticipated technologies in the Architecture, Engineering, 
Construction and Operations (AECO) industry and we are committed to transforming the way our 
customers consume, interact and communicate data," said Aviad Almagor, director of Trimble's Mixed-
Reality Program. "We are pleased to work with CSCEC and look forward to introduce mixed reality 
technology to China's construction market."  

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble Introduces Cloud Asset Data Collection Solution for Natural Gas Utilities 
21 July 2016 
Trimble today introduced its Trimble GasOps™ solution for natural gas utilities. The cloud-based, 
integrated mobile asset data collection solution enables natural gas distribution operators to improve 
data quality, export collected data to systems of record and streamline regulatory reporting and 
compliance with U.S. Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) rules. Through an easy-to-use web interface and complementary mobile data 
collection app, Trimble GasOps allows utilities to reduce operational costs and data errors, standardize 
the field data collection process across multiple contractors and support regulatory reporting 
requirements with compliance data that is trackable, traceable and verifiable. 
Trimble GasOps currently operates on Android smart phones and tablets, and high-accuracy Trimble 
GNSS receivers, providing data collection flexibility based on regulatory or natural gas utility-specific 
location accuracy requirements. Location accuracy can be confirmed through real-time corrections via 
VRS network, single base station, Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) and Trimble RTX™ 
correction services. Trimble GasOps also has the capability to quickly scan industry-based ASTM 
F2897 barcode standards and auto-populate form fields, reducing user input errors that are inherent in 
paper-based data collection tasks. 
"Whether it's their crews or contractors, natural gas utilities can now quickly and accurately capture field 
data for construction, inspection and maintenance activities, regardless of which organization is 
performing the tasks or what Android mobile devices is being used," said Ben Mallen, business area 
director for Trimble Energy Americas Division. "Trimble GasOps is the latest release in our suite of 
software applications designed to transform natural gas utility operations by integrating field and back 
office systems, along with automating workflows across the enterprise." 
Trimble GasOps features a standard template library for data collection forms in support of common 
natural gas utility workflows such as pipe construction and pipe replacement, inspection, maintenance, 
fusion traceability, gas inspections, gas leak survey and meter changeout. These forms are easily 
configurable and deliver a number of business intelligence fields that include required and conditional 
fields, digital photos and signature capture. In addition, a Trimble GasOps proximity function allows 
work to be completed when a field user is within a specific proximity to an asset. As a result, field 
workers can more efficiently perform tasks using predefined workflows and intuitive data entry forms 
that automatically associate to the asset. 
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Through the Trimble GasOps web interface, supervisors can organize field projects, manage people, 
select assets, create tasks, and assign work to utility crews or contractors. Once data has been collected, 
supervisors can also view collected data, perform quality checks and edit data as needed. All data 
collected within Trimble GasOps can be exported via a number of common formats to update existing 
GIS systems and geodatabases. 
Trimble GasOps simplifies compliance reporting, allowing natural gas utilities to more easily meet 
stringent regulatory requirements with improved data tracking and traceability. The leak survey report 
shows proof of a leak inspection and is tied to actual GPS location and not a specific address. 
Trimble GasOps is the latest release in a suite of Trimble Energy solutions that address a broad range of 
smart utility operations—from planning, design and construction to operations and maintenance. 
Trimble GasOps is available now from Trimble's Energy Division and its authorized distribution 
partners.  
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